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Abstract 
Background - Celebrity endorsement is not a new phenomenon and it can be seen in 
advertisements around the world. Since the content of an advertisement easily can be screened 
out, it is important to target the right consumer. There has to be a fit between the consumer, 
the endorser and the product. Since gender plays a crucial part when understanding consumer 
behavior, knowledge about gender differences needs to be taken into account when creating a 
marketing strategy.    
 
Purpose - Consumers in today’s society are being exposed to an extreme amount of 
advertisements and other marketing tools. Advertisements in connection to gender are an 
uncertain and complex issue since the consumer is largely affected by gender differences. 
Today, the concept of using a celebrity in advertisements is a common tool for marketers in 
order to efficiently reach out to the right target customer. Therefore, the purpose of this thesis 
is to study the relationship between consumer behavior and the use of gender differences as a 
marketing strategy. Significantly, how celebrity endorsers influence female and male 
consumers differently in the Swedish sport industry. 
 
Method - This thesis was conducted using an abductive approach together with a mixed 
methods approach. The data was collected with the use of focus groups and a questionnaire, 
resulting in a qualitative as well as quantitative approach. The data from the questionnaire 
complemented the data from the focus groups, which lead to a deeper understanding of the 
topic.  
 
Findings - The findings of this thesis show that both the gender of the consumer and the 
gender of the celebrity need to be taken into account when creating a marketing strategy. 
Further, the authors argue that consumers are filtering information in promotions differently 
depending on gender, and therefore knowledge of gender differences will influence the 
effectiveness of a celebrity endorsed promotion. The findings of this thesis strengthen 
previous literature to some extent, but do also enhance the readers to new insights.  
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1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter, the background of consumer behavior, celebrity endorsement and consumer 
gender differences are introduced. Furthermore, key definitions, problem and the purpose of 
the research is presented through three research questions. The chapter ends with 
delimitations and contributions to the research.     

1.1 Background  
Going through life in today’s society consumers are being exposed to an extreme amount of 
advertisements. This automatically results in the consumer screening out the content. 
However, commercials containing celebrity endorsers create attention and make it distinguish 
from the competitors (Premeaux, 2009). The use of celebrity endorsers is therefore a 
successful tool for marketers, both in a financial perspective, but also when it comes to 
consumer relationship (Atkin & Block, 1983). Celebrity endorsement is not a new 
phenomenon and even the Swedish Nobel prizewinner Selma Lagerlöf collaborated with 
Läkerol by signing a letter claiming that she used Läkerol when having a sore throat (Enqvist, 
2009).  
 
Since information in advertisements easily can be screened out, the fit between the celebrity, 
the product and the consumer is important. Gender also plays a crucial part in understanding 
the intention of consumer behavior (Stillerman, 2015). There is some previous research that 
has been done from a gender perspective and the results show that men and women are 
reacting differently to advertising and celebrity endorsements (Fischer & Arnold, 1994). Men 
and women also process information differently, and they prefer different characteristics of a 
celebrity endorser (Meyer-Levy & Maheswaran, 1991). For instance, Edwards and La Ferle 
(2009) claims that men tend to trust other men in advertisements whereas female tend to trust 
other female endorsers. Another perspective is analyzed by Debevec and Kernan (1984) who 
argues that male consumers are influenced by attractive female endorsers, but attractive male 
endorsers do not influence female consumers. In this thesis the focus will be on the biological 
perspective of the gender definition. This means that when the word gender is used, the 
authors are referring to the “sex” differences, or the female and male sex, which is the 
biological definition of gender.  
 
Celebrity endorsement is a widely known phenomenon in modern marketing and the concept 
of using this marketing tool is widely used by companies in Sweden. Nelly.com is a Swedish 
clothing company who changed their entire marketing strategy in 2013. Before this change, 
Nelly.com mainly used traditional marketing channels. However, the Swedish clothing 
company changed to only use social media as their marketing strategy and is now instead 
focusing on having celebrities as ambassadors representing their company. Nelly.com have 
used many different social media influencers as their ambassadors since they switched their 
marketing strategy. The Swedish singer Veronica Maggio and the Swedish blogger Kenza 
Zouiten are two celebrities Nelly.com have collaborated with in different campaigns 
(Resumé, 2015). The concept of using this marketing tool is spreading globally whereas 20% 
of the advertisements in America use this tool to communicate with consumers (Solomon, 
2009). The term “celebrity endorser” is defined by Grant McCracken (1989, p. 310), as:  
      

“Any individual who enjoys public recognition and who uses this recognition 
on behalf of a consumer good by appearing with it in an advertisement.” 
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All types of celebrities can be found in all different types of commercials promoting all types 
of products. There can be non-sport products being endorsed by athletes, or sports products 
promoted by pop stars. In order for a celebrity endorsement to be effective, there has to be 
some sort of meaning that is being transferred from the celebrity to the product, and later on 
also to the consumer (Kahle & Homer, 1985). This can also be done with unknown actors. 
Unknown actors are people participating in a promotional activity but are not a celebrity or 
considered to be famous. McCracken (1989) identifies the lack of knowledge of personality 
and lifestyle when it comes to unknown actors. When talking about celebrities instead, they 
are able to transfer these meanings more precisely. These configurations are very rare and 
cannot be found anywhere but within a celebrity (Hunter, 2009).     
  
This thesis will focus on the Swedish sports industry. This is due to the fact that Sweden is 
one of the top countries when it comes to health. People in Sweden are the least sedentary 
people in Europe and it seems as if the number of people that are having a healthy mindset is 
rapidly increasing (Södergren, Sundquist, Johansson, & Sundquist, 2008). The fact that sport, 
exercise and health go hand in hand is also well known, and exercise can both cure illnesses 
and work preventively. It also increases the ability to concentrate (Waddington, 2001; Zanker 
& Gard, 2008). There are several perspectives and factors impacting the effectiveness of 
celebrity endorsement and there are an existing interest in exercise and health in Sweden. 
Therefore, this thesis will investigate the different factors that influence male and female 
consumers in the sports industry in Sweden. 

1.2 Definitions 

1.2.1 Gender Behavior  
Corpus of Contemporary American English defined gender in 1892 as the biological 
differences between sexes. This was formed long before the definition of social belonging to 
genders was a topic and this definition is a widely used definition in today’s society (Posey, 
2016). Throughout this thesis, the used concept of male and female referrers to biological 
belonging, though the authors are aware of the fact that this definition is not the only one. 
However, when using the word gender in this thesis, the authors refer to the biological 
differences between sexes.    

1.2.2 Consumer Behavior  
Consumer behavior can be seen as the process of selecting, purchasing, using and disposing 
different products or services. This is an ongoing process that the consumer goes through in 
order to satisfy individual needs and wants (Solomon, 2013).  

1.2.3 Celebrity 
A celebrity is a person whom is generally known in the society (Cambridge Online 
Dictionary). Throughout this thesis, the authors are separating the term celebrity into two 
parts. The first dimension of a celebrity is a person whom is known for his or hers 
establishments within any kind of sport. Examples of these types of celebrities are the 
Swedish ice hockey player Henrik Lundqvist and the Swedish cross-country skier Charlotte 
Kalla. These celebrities are referred to as “athlete celebrities”. The second dimension of a 
celebrity that is used in this thesis is the non-sports celebrity. Examples of these kinds of 
celebrities are the singer and TV personality Pernilla Wahlgren and the blogger and 
entrepreneur Isabella Löwengrip (Blondinbella). These celebrities are referred to as “regular 
celebrities”.   
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1.2.4 Celebrity endorser 
A celebrity is a well-known person, and an endorser is a person who appears together with a 
product in advertisements in order to promote a product (Cambridge Online Dictionary). 
These combined result in a definition for a celebrity endorser: a publicly known person who 
uses its public recognition to promote a consumer good on behalf a company (McCracken, 
1989).  

1.3 Problem 
Gender in connection to marketing is problematic and this is due to the fact that the behavior 
of an individual is largely affected by gender. In marketing, successful goals of management 
are considered in financial terms by keeping long-term relationships with consumer. In order 
to have the right target customers, knowledge about gender behavior is an important factor 
(Hoegele, Schmidt & Torgler, 2015). Combining gender with the dimensions of the source 
model (trustworthiness, expertise and attractiveness) and the Swedish sports industry, the 
results of this thesis cover a gap in existing literature. 
 
Celebrity endorsement is a growing phenomenon that has been researched for some time. In 
fact, 24 % of commercials in India and 45% of commercials in Taiwan use celebrity endorsers 
to communicate to their customers (Crutchfield, 2010). Some aspects are more commonly 
researched than others and the sports perspective are gaining extensive attention (Costanzo & 
Goodnight, 2005; Bailey, 2007; Klaus & Bailey, 2008; Premeaux, 2009). Hoegele, Schmidt & 
Torgler (2015) examine whether the attractiveness and characteristics of athlete endorsers 
were perceived differently depending on consumer gender and age. However, the authors of 
this thesis found a gap concerning consumer gender and athletes versus non-sport celebrities 
in the Swedish market. Also, when talking about communication effectiveness and celebrity 
endorsement in previous literature, the dimensions of differences within demographics are not 
taken into account. This also applies to the variation of effectiveness between male and 
female endorsers (Till & Shimp, 1998; Bailey, 2007; White, Goddard & Wilbur, 2007; 
Carroll, 2009; Edward & La Ferle, 2009). 
 
However, even though the use of celebrity endorsers is seen as a successful tool, it also comes 
with some risk. If the celebrity in question is associated with negative information or 
characteristics, the brand could be damaged (Till & Shimp, 1998). Negative publicity and a 
damaged image of the celebrity could impact the perceived attractiveness or credibility for the 
consumer. Because of this the content of this thesis is important. For a company to be able to 
communicate effectively with the right customers they have to use the right celebrity 
endorsers that fit with the product but also with the target group. If they do, the negative 
impact will not be as extensive (Till & Shimp, 1998).    

1.4 Purpose  
The purpose of this thesis is to study the relationship between consumer behavior and the use 
of gender differences as a marketing strategy. Particularly how celebrity endorsers influence 
female and male consumers differently in the Swedish sport industry. To fulfill the given 
purpose of this thesis the following research questions (RQ) will be answered:  
 
 RQ1: How is consumer behavior affected by the use of gender differences 
 as a marketing strategy? 
 RQ2: What gender of a celebrity endorser does the consumer prefer?   
 RQ3 What characteristics do men and women prefer when being exposed to 
 sports and non-sports celebrity endorsers? 
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Key issues:  
Marketing; Strategy; Consumer behavior; Gender; Celebrity endorsement 

1.5 Delimitations 
Concerning this thesis, several delimitations are recognized. Essentially, the emphasis 
throughout this thesis is put on the aspect of gender and how the consumer from a gender 
perspective is interpreting celebrity endorsement. It does not intend to answer the overall 
aspect of celebrity endorsement. Secondly, the focus groups and participants of the 
questionnaire only consist of Swedish citizens, which delimit the findings to the Swedish 
market. Due to the limitations of time and resources, the celebrity endorsement examples will 
be fictional.  

1.6 Contributions         
This thesis contributes to the field of celebrity endorsement in the sport industry from a 
gender perspective. Furthermore, it investigates a broader perspective of the topic and help 
future researchers to implement the findings to their studies. The findings throughout this 
research enable practitioners to implement and more efficiently use celebrity endorsement as 
their marketing and communication strategy. Finally, this thesis contributes with a further 
investigation of current research on the topic celebrity endorsement effectiveness through 
different perspectives. 
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2 Literature Review  
 
This section introduces the relevant literature for the research. This in order to provide the 
reader with broader knowledge of consumer behavior, consumer gender and celebrity 
endorsement as a marketing tool. It will further be finalized with a summary of the presented 
topics and a model of how the propositions are connected to the research questions. 

2.1 Consumer Behavior  
Consumer buying behavior refers to the behavior of the final consumer as an individual. A 
consumer can further be identified as an individual or a household regardless of age, gender, 
income level or tastes, which buys a product for personal consumption. The consumer 
behavior is influenced by four different factors: cultural, social, psychological and personal 
characteristics. (Kotler, Armstrong & Perment, 2011). 
 
Consumers’ decisions is also to some extent dependent and influenced by the consumers’ 
needs and wants. The behavioral model that can further describe how consumers react to 
needs and wants is based on three different processes. These processes are reinforcement, 
punishment and extinction, and they influence the consumers to continue to engage in 
activities that give them what they want, rather than what they need. This model may 
influence the consumers to react to in-store promotions (Zinkhan 1992). Groups and social 
networks are also important concerning the influences of the social characteristics of an 
individual and its buying behavior. An example of these kinds of groups could be football 
players want to become like Zlatan Ibrahimovic or entrepreneurs wishing to someday become 
the new Steve Jobs. These kinds of groups affect the individual to change and adopt their 
behavior in order to be seen as having some of the same characteristics as the influences, e.g. 
Zlatan Ibrahimovic. Marketers are trying to find an actual or a made up individual or group 
that are able to convince and persuade a consumer's behavior or aspirations. Furthermore, an 
individual such as Zlatan Ibrahimovic will be able to significantly influence and convince 
consumers’ attitudes towards a brand and their buyer decision process (Kotler et al., 2011). In 
order for marketers to affect the consumer decision they need to understand the consumer and 
the whole process of the buyer decision process. This process can be further studied in 
appendix 1. Age, occupation, economic and lifestyle are some major factors that are affecting 
an individual and its buying behavior. These personal factors will in different context affect 
people and the products and service they buy. Psychological factors play a crucial part when it 
comes to the consumers’ mindset. Motivation, learning, perception and belief and attitudes 
are four factors that will determine a consumer's willingness and intention to buy a good or 
service (Kotler et al., 2011).   

2.2 Gender Perspective 
Researchers almost always agree upon the fact that there is a significant difference between 
genders (Edwards & La Ferle, 2009). The one most common form of segmentation marketers 
and advertisers use to segment the market is by gender. By understanding the differences 
between women and men, marketers and advertisers can successfully use accurate 
information to reach out to the aimed group in the market. It is necessary to understand how 
the different genders interpret marketing information, how they behave in the marketplace 
and judge the products that is being exploited in different marketing channels (Putrevu, 2001). 
The Selectivity Hypothesis, created by Joan Meyer-Levy & Durairaj Maheswaran (1991) 
suggested that men are ‘selective processors’ and women are ‘comprehensive processor’, 
meaning that women are more likely to be driven by carefully collected information available 
before making a decision. Whereas men claim to be more driven by the overall message 
themes. 
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In a study made by Edwards & La Ferle (2009), results showed that men tend to trust men 
more than women, and women tend to trust women more than men. However, according to 
Debevec and Kernan’s (1984) research on the model’s physical attraction effectiveness stated 
the opposite. Their findings showed that when marketing practitioners try to pursue a male 
audience, an attractive female model would be more effective than an attractive male model. 
The same study showed that the similar cross-gender strategy did not work as effective for the 
female audience. Using an average attractive male in an advertisement should be avoided 
when trying to target a female audience (Debevec & Kernan, 1984). This is supported by the 
study made by Caballero, Lumpkin and Madden (1989), that showed that female consumers 
more likely will be affected positively when the product is endorsed by a female endorser. 
They also stated that male consumers get positively affected when the endorser is male.     
 
In a study of elementary and high school students made by Harris (1994) results showed that 
82 % of girls and 100 % of boys had male athlete idols. This is further proven to be true in a 
study by Peetz, Parks and Spencer (2004). Their findings showed that a majority of both men 
and women would be more influenced by a product if a male athlete, rather than a female 
athlete, endorsing it. Furthermore, they found that women more likely find the more famous 
male athlete to be an expert, than a male athlete that was not as famous. Men, however, are 
shown to believe that the not so famous male athlete was perceived to be more of an expert. 
The study also showed that both men and women fancy the most famous female athlete the 
most (Peetz et al., 2004). 
 
Hoegele, Schmidt and Torgler (2016) claimed that the expertise and skills of an athlete 
endorser is important for men, whereas female consumers focus on personality and behavior. 
Also, their findings showed that facial attractiveness of athletes impact the results. The 
physical attractiveness may in some cases be relevant depending on the gender endorsing the 
product. Researchers have investigated the differences between genders in motorsports 
sponsorships. The results showed that an attractive female driver appears to have more 
knowledge and expertise in areas such as shampoo, dairy products and tanning products than 
less attractive women drivers. Whereas for male drivers, the attractiveness do not matter in 
terms of expertise of endorsed products (Simmers, Damron-Martinez & Haytko, 2009). Many 
researchers have tried to identify the difference between women and men. Thus, Petrevu 
(2001) identified both biological and sociological factors. 

2.2.1 Biological Factors 
In Petrevu’s article “Exploring the Origins and Information Processing Differences Between 
Men and Women: Implications for Advertisers”, sex chromosomes, sex hormones and brain 
lateralization are defined as the main biological differences between the two genders 
(Putrevu, 2001). He argues that clinical and experimental researches has been done to 
determine that there are in fact differences between the two genders in terms of biological 
attributes. Though, in the article “A Role for Biology in Gender-Related Behavior” it is said 
that physical and sociological environments always influence biological factors (Beltz, 
Berenbaum & Blakemore, 2011). 
 
Existing literature suggest that the reason for differences between the sexes in terms of 
personality and mood is based on hormonal differences. The sex differences in the androgens 
are early developed where it affects interests, aggression and activities (Putrevu, 2001). Brain 
lateralization is another phenomena that differs the two genders apart in terms of biological 
factors. The brain is divided into two parts; the left part is more specialized in verbal abilities 
whereas the right part specializes in the dimensional perception. Previous research showed 
that the development of these two parts differs between the two genders. Studies also showed 
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that boys tend to evolve superior spatial skills while lacking with the verbal abilities, whereas 
the girls tend to develop verbal skills faster than boys (Putrevu, 2001). 
 
The difference between “gender” and “sex” could be explained in a way where “sex” 
describes the biological differences, whereas “gender” refers to the sociological factors 
(Stillerman, 2015). However, throughout this thesis the terms are used interchangeably but 
refer to gender. Thus, when using the word gender the authors refer to the biological factors. 
This is due to the more distinctive differences that can be found within the “traditional” 
biological definition of gender. Also, the authors believe this is more convenient for the 
reader. Even if the thesis focuses on one perspective, the sociological factors are described as 
well.   

2.2.2 Sociological Factors 
Existing literature agree that the sociological factor play a crucial and significant role in the 
concept of gender identification. Whether it is due to evolution or different levels of 
masculinity and femininity, both Bem (1974) and Eagly (1987) agreed on the crucial affect 
the sociological factors put on gender identification (Putrevu, 2001). 
 
Eagly (1987) argued that the reason men tend to be more confident and aggressive is because 
of they have historically been more likely assuming a position of leadership. Bem (1974) 
suggested that individuals, depending on the situation, may have different levels of femininity 
and masculinity regardless of the biological sex (Putrevu, 2001). The values on this theory are 
based on the dimensions of the femininity and masculinity perception and behaviors. Gender 
roles are still a phenomenon that affects our society and they way people feel about 
themselves and others. Females and men with strong gender identities tend to feel more 
confident and positive (Meyers-Levy & Loken, 2015) 

2.3 Celebrity Endorsement  
“Endorsement” is defined by the Cambridge Online Dictionary as “the act of saying that you 
approve of, or support, something or someone”. According to Friedman and Friedman (1979) 
an endorser could be one out of three type of individuals: the consumer, the expert or the 
celebrity (Friedman & Friedman, 1979). In this thesis the focus is on the celebrity endorser, 
and a further explanation and investigation of the term will follow.     
 
A celebrity endorser is defined as “any individual who enjoys public recognition and who 
uses this recognition on behalf of a consumer good by appearing with it in an advertisement” 
(McCracken, 1989, p. 310). Celebrity endorsement is a phenomenon that is experiencing 
rapid growth, and in America, 20 % out of all advertisements use this in order to 
communicate effectively with the audience. Using celebrity endorsement in the marketing 
process can enhance the value for both the consumers and the company (Solomon, 2009). The 
marketing process can be used in order to understand marketing better, and is explained in 
detail in appendix 2. The concept of using celebrity endorsement as a marketing tool is 
becoming more common in places all over the world, and Sweden is no exception. Several 
Swedish companies have included celebrities in their marketing strategy, and one of those 
companies have even offered the celebrity a seat in their board of directors. In 2006, Emma 
Wiklund, a retired Swedish model, was offered a seat in Lindex AB board of directors and the 
chance of becoming the face of the company (Jakobsson, 2012). Other examples of Swedish 
companies using celebrity endorsement as a marketing strategy is H&M, who has 
collaborated with Madonna in marketing purposes, and KappAhl who has used Richard Gere 
in their advertisements (O'loughlin, 2006; KappAhl, 2007). The degree of celebrity 
endorsements can vary from being “explicit (“I endorse this product”), implicit (“I use this 
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product”), imperative (“You should use this product”), or co-presentational (merely appearing 
with the product)” (Seno & Lucas, 2007, p. 123). 
 
Traditional commercials and advertisements are usually seen as annoying, while the 
involvement of a celebrity endorser create attention, interest and make the advertisement 
distinguish from competitors. All types of celebrities can be found in all different types of 
commercials promoting all types of products. There are non-sport products endorsed by 
athletes, or sports products promoted by actors. However, the amount of money spent on 
athletes has experienced rapid growth during the past decades (Premeaux, 2009). The 
companies that are aware of the efficiency of the celebrity communication to consumers does 
not seem to have any problems with spending great amounts of money every year on this kind 
of marketing. This is because the celebrities deliver the message more powerful and more 
believably than a “regular” person does (McCracken, 1989; Kamins, Brand, Hoeke & Moe, 
1989). Also, the message becomes easier to remember if it is communicated by a celebrity 
(Friedman & Friedman, 1979). 
 
Even though the benefits are many, Costanzo and Goodnight (2005) argued for the opposite. 
Their study on athlete celebrities and “regular” celebrities in magazine advertisements 
indicated that consumer recall did not increase when celebrities were used in advertisements 
(Costanzo & Goodnight, 2005). In addition to this Erdogan (1999) argued that the fact that the 
celebrity endorser actually uses and like the product they endorse is not important for 
consumers. However, Premeaux (2009) contradicted this by arguing that consumers create a 
desire for a product or a brand is if the celebrity has expertise and uses the product 
(Premeaux, 2009). According to McCracken (1989), celebrity endorsement is a collaboration 
between the celebrity and the company that is mutually beneficial. 

2.3.1 Athletes as endorsers     
In 2011, the Swedish car company Volvo signed Zlatan Ibrahimovic as their endorser and 
face of the company. The commercial that Volvo produced together with Zlatan Ibrahimovic 
was posted on YouTube, and it had over 1 million views after less than 48 hours. The 
Swedish football star was paid 12 million SEK for this (Dagens Nyheter, 2014). U.S. 
companies did in 2010 pay up to almost $17.2 billions to athletes, sport personalities, leagues 
and coaches to endorse their goods and services, whereas Nike as a solar company, spent 
$712 million on athletes endorsers during the same year. The fact that athletes make more 
money as an endorser than on the sport they play as professionals are becoming more 
common (Koo, Ruihley & Dittmore, 2012).   
 
There are different processes and strategies that affect the success of the endorsed product. 
The effectiveness is influenced differently depending on the level of expertise and 
attractiveness, the match between the product and the celebrity, and the level of engagement 
of the celebrity (Kahle & Homer, 1985). The relationship between these factors is further 
explained in this thesis. However, there are different forms of collaborations between the 
celebrity and the product that affect the targeted audience. A matchup between Michael 
Jordan and Nike is a great example of a suitable fit between celebrity/product endorsement, 
and it was a great success when it first was released. The product (a shoe) became the perfect 
collaboration together with Michael Jordan, one of the most successful basketball players of 
all times (Simmers, Damron-Martinez & Haytko, 2009). David Beckham and Adidas is 
another great example of an athlete endorser promoting a sports brand (Adidas, Nd.). In other 
cases, there are sport celebrities promoting a product that is unrelated to sport. Henrik 
Lundqvist is a well-known Swedish ice hockey player who is the face of the shampoo 
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company Head & Shoulders. The company’s aim with this collaboration is to create a new 
image of the company and to give the classic brand a new update (Schori, 2011). 

2.3.2 Non-sport celebrity endorsers 
There are many different kinds of celebrities that enter the spotlights in today’s society. 
Celebrity politicians and celebrity chefs are two examples of new types of celebrities, since 
singers, actors and sports figures are no longer the only people with the celebrity status 
(Moulard, Garrity, & Rice, 2015). These non-sport celebrity endorsers will also be referred to 
as “regular” celebrity endorsers. 
 
Musicians, actors/actresses, and entertainers are three of many different kinds of celebrities 
that are being used in commercials with a purpose of influencing consumers to buy a certain 
product. People in today’s society are highly influenced by famous personalities and many 
consumers have a desire of feeling some kind of intimacy with celebrities (Choi & Rofin, 
2007). Nelly.com is a Swedish based retail company, which in 2013 changed their marketing 
strategy completely. They changed their strategy of doing commercials on TV and other 
traditional marketing channels and instead started to maximize their focus on social media 
and the use of ambassadors. Kenza Zouiten is a well-known Swedish blogger and influencer 
who has been one out of many different faces that has represented Nelly.com as their 
ambassador (Resumé, 2015). Other examples of Swedish companies using celebrities as a 
marketing tool is MQ who had the actor Joel Kinnaman on different billboards and the 
clothing company Sisters who have collaborated with the actress Malin Åkerman (Örstadius, 
2011). There are also examples where regular celebrities are used to promote sport products. 
Some successful examples are Rihanna for Puma, Zara Larsson for Nike and Kanye West for 
Adidas (Reuters, 2016; Thomasson, 2015; Asplund, 2017) 

2.4 The Source Model 
In order to understand the vital characteristics that are perceived as the most important for the 
consumer, it is crucial to know about the source model (McCracken, 1989). The model was 
originally designed for studies within communication in order to measure consumer attitudes, 
brand image, and communication effectiveness (Hunter, 2009; McCracken, 1989). Even 
though many other influences are present in the minds of consumers, (e.g. engagement; 
motivation; prior attitudes; product interest), the more trustworthy, attractive and expert the 
endorser is perceived to be the more likely the consumer will be positively affected by the 
source (Hunter, 2009). The Source Model can be divided into two general models with three 
different dimensions as seen as figure 2.1 (Ohanian, 1990).  

 

 
Fig. 2.1 Dimensions of the Source Model (McCracken, 1989) 
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2.4.1 The Source Attractiveness Model  
The source attractiveness model is based on previous studies by McGuire (1985) and refers to 
not only attractiveness in a physical appearance perspective, but also on the likability, 
similarity and familiarity of the source (McGuire, 1985; Ohanian, 1990). In other words, the 
effectiveness of a message or an endorser depends on the exposure and knowledge about 
them. Also, the degree of which the audience feels affection of the source or is attracted to the 
physical characteristics and behavior of the source makes a difference. Further, McGuire 
argued that according to the source attractiveness model, the consumer is attracted to the 
source if they feel a connection to, or can compare itself to the source (McGuire, 1985).       

2.4.2 The Source Credibility Model 
The source credibility model is the result of previous job done by Hovland and colleagues and 
consists of expertise and trustworthiness (Ohanian, 1990). According to Hovland, Janis and 
Kelley (1953) expertise in this model equals to the perceived valid assertions of the endorser. 
An expert endorser is also seen as a person with the right qualification, competence and 
authoritativeness (Ohanian, 1990). Further, the trustworthiness dimension of the source 
credibility model is defined as the degree of confidence the endorser communicate these 
statements, in particular the statements most valid according to the source (Hovland et al., 
1953). Griffin (1967) stated that being trustworthy equals to giving “acceptance, 
psychological safety and a favorable disposition”. To summarize, for the message to be 
persuasive and effective the source needs to be perceived as trustworthy and expert (Ohanian, 
1990). 

2.5 Meaning Transfer Model 
According to McCracken (1989) there are several factors of a celebrity that affects the 
effectiveness of the endorsement process. Therefore, the meaning transfer model is used in 
order to gain a deeper understanding of the connection, or the relationship, between the 
celebrity endorser and the consumer. The meaning transfer model features the meaning that is 
being transferred from the celebrity to the endorsed product, and further on to the consumer. 
The degree of meaning that is being transferred can depend on class, age, gender, personality 
or lifestyles. The source model indicates that as long as the celebrity is attractive, trustworthy 
or an expert, the endorsement will be successful. However, Kahle and Homer (1985) argued 
against this using the match-up hypothesis, meaning that for the communication to be 
effective, there must also be a match between the product and the celebrity. Using the 
meaning transfer model, McCracken (1989) built upon this, adding the importance of 
meaning that the celebrity transfers to the endorsed product. Since the meaning of the 
celebrity is the meaning of the product, it is important to carefully choose the suitable 
celebrity (McCracken, 1989). This similarity, or match is what the match-up hypothesis is 
referring to, and without any similarity the consumer will not recognize the meaning that is 
being transferred from the celebrity to the product (Kamins, 1990). The meaning can only be 
transferred to the consumer if it is requested by the consumer in question (McCracken, 1989). 
In the perspective of celebrity endorsement, the meaning transfer model can be done through 
three stages, as seen in figure 2.2. 
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Fig. 2.2 The Meaning Transfer Model (McCracken, 1989) 

     

2.6 Summary & Proposition Development 
Several aspects of celebrity endorsement and gender perspectives are developed from a 
further investigation on existing literature. The source model is used to compare the 
characteristics of the celebrities and their level of importance. The celebrities used for the 
examples in the questionnaires and focus groups will be chosen based on the meaning transfer 
model. This is important since the fit of the celebrity and the consumer is crucial for the 
research. Propositions will be created from information found in the literature review. A 
structure of the main topics can be seen in figure 2.3. 
 
       

 
Fig. 2.3 Structure of the main research areas 
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Previous research showed that for a communication to be effective, marketers should use 
attractive female endorsers in order to influence male consumers, but an attractive male 
endorser should be avoided when targeting a female audience (Debevec & Kernan, 1984). In 
later literature however, it was stated that men tend to trust other men more than they trust 
women. This also applies to women, since they tend to trust other women as well (Edwards & 
La Ferle, 2009). Based on these findings, this thesis will investigate the connection between 
female and male consumers and the influence level deriving from different celebrities with 
regard to their gender. The propositions created further help to answer the research questions, 
as seen in figure 2.4. 

 
Fig. 2.4 Model how propositions are connected with research questions 

 
 
P1a: Men tend to trust other male celebrities rather than female celebrities. 
 
P1b: Women tend to trust other female celebrities rather than male celebrities. 
 
This can also be further developed and adapted to the sports industry. Peetz et al. (2004) 
argued that both men and women are more influenced by a product if a male athlete, rather 
than a female athlete, endorsed it. This was further supported by a study made by Harris, 
conducted in 1994 on elementary and high school students, where the results showed that 100 
% of the boys and 82 % of the girls had a male athlete as their idol (Harris, 1994). 
 
P2a: Men tend to trust male athlete endorsers rather than female athlete endorsers. 
 
P2b: Women tend to trust male athlete endorsers rather than female athlete endorsers. 
 
In order to gain further understanding the next propositions are related to the degree of 
influence that is being transferred to the consumer, depending on the celebrity being an 
athlete endorser or a regular celebrity endorser, and if the product is a sports product or a 
regular product. 
 
P3a: When buying a sports product, men tend to trust athlete endorsers rather than regular 
celebrities. 
 
P3b: When buying a sports product, women tend to trust athlete endorsers rather than 
regular celebrities.   
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The study by Peetz et al. (2004) found that women are more likely to trust a more famous 
male athlete rather than a less famous male athlete. This was also conducted on male 
consumers, where the results showed that men think less famous male athletes appear to have 
more expertise than the more famous male athletes. Both male and female consumers 
believed that the more famous female athlete is the expert when comparing to a less famous 
athlete. 
 
P4: The less famous athlete endorser is more likely to be perceived as an expert comparing to 
a more famous athlete endorser. 
 
Furthermore, the results of this study showed that the characteristics that male consumers 
prefer of an endorser are expertise and skills, whereas women tend to focus on the personality 
and the behavior of the endorser (Hoegele et al., 2016). Therefore, the next proposition is 
testing the importance of different characteristics with regard to the source model and the 
dimensions of attractiveness, trustworthiness and expertise.    
 
P5a: Men tend to focus on expertise and attractiveness when being exposed to a celebrity 
endorser. 
 
P5b: Women tend to focus on trustworthiness and personality when being exposed to a 
celebrity endorser.  
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3 Method & Data 
 
This section presents the outlined methodology for this thesis, including research philosophy, 
research approach and research purpose. The method is further presented together with the 
choices of product and celebrity. A model explaining the method used in this research 
concludes the third chapter.  

3.1 Methodology 
The term methodology can be defined as “an approach to the process of research, 
encompassing a body of methods” (Collis & Hussey, 2014, p. 59). A methodology is 
conducted in order to inform the reader about the strategies and processes of a research. 
Several different approaches, perspectives and strategies exist, and these will further be 
analyzed and described with connection to this thesis in particular.   

3.1.1 Research philosophy 
When designing the nature of a research, it is important to consider the philosophical 
framework that will be used throughout the thesis. This can also be called a research paradigm 
and has it main purpose to guide and structure the research based on people’s philosophies 
and previous knowledge (Collis & Hussey, 2014). The main philosophical frameworks to use 
when doing a research are positivism and interpretivism, as well as pragmatism, which is a 
combined philosophy (Collis & Hussey, 2014). Since this thesis has characteristics from both 
the positivism and interpretivism frameworks, the paradigm used throughout this thesis was 
pragmatism. The positivism paradigm is based on a “law like generalization” to social reality 
and stance of the natural scientist (Saunders, et al., 2016). Its belief states that knowledge and 
reality is independent from people, which in other terms mean that its is always possible to 
find a logical proof of an analytical hypothesis or research question. The concept of this thesis 
was based on the fact that the most important factor to consider when designing the research 
is the research questions, and therefore the positivism paradigm was suitable. The 
interpretivism paradigm was developed as an opposite assessment of the positivism, whereas 
the emphasis is put on the social reality and its ability of not being able to be separated from 
the researcher’s mind. This was applied to this thesis since the research questions were a 
critical part when analyzing the perspectives and relationships of consumers, gender and 
celebrity endorsers. This paradigm is based on interpretation of qualitative research data 
(Collis & Hussey, 2014).  
 
The pragmatism paradigm has characteristics from the two previous mentioned frameworks 
and it is focusing on both facts and values. The pragmatism framework considers both reality 
and knowledge in order to carry out a successful result, and therefore this framework was 
accurate and suitable for this thesis (Saunders, et al., 2016).  

3.1.2 Research approach  
The deductive, inductive and abductive approaches are the main three approaches that will 
enable researchers to design hypothesis or research questions within a study. The abductive 
approach has characteristics from both the deductive and the inductive approach, and was 
used throughout this study. This is due to the fact that the research balanced its data collection 
on both existing theory and primary data collection. The purpose of the deductive approach is 
to test a generally known theory or rule, which was done in this thesis by testing propositions. 
A quantitative method is suggested when having a deductive approach; hence this thesis used 
a questionnaire. Secondly, the inductive approach is a process where the researchers will 
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generate a new theory from the collected data (Maylor & Blackmon, 2005). The proposed 
method for collecting data with an inductive approach is to use qualitative data. To provide 
different views and opinions, this approach suggests the use of different methods. Therefore 
this thesis used the data from the questionnaire as a complementary tool for the quantitative 
data, namely focus groups. The abductive approach’s main purpose is to observe more 
unforeseen facts and then research a suitable theory that will explain how the facts have 
occurred. The abductive approach combines the deductive and inductive approach and moves 
back and forth in between the other two approach (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2016). 
Using the abductive approach in this study enabled the authors to include characteristics from 
the other two approaches, which has been proven to often generate advantages in previous 
studies (Saunders et al., 2016).   

3.1.3 Research Purpose 
According to Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2016) there are five ways of setting the research 
strategy: exploratory, descriptive, explanatory, evaluative or combined. For this thesis the 
combined approach was used. This is due to the fact that the research design was mixed when 
using both qualitative and quantitative research. An exploratory study aims to gain new 
insights and to ask open questions. This was done in this thesis through the study of existing 
literature and conducting focus groups. The purpose of this approach is to make the 
understanding of an issue or phenomenon clear. On the other hand, an explanatory study 
strives to explain the existing relationship between different variables, which was done 
through the use of a questionnaire. Ghauri and Grønhaug (2010) explained the approach as 
“casual research” where the purpose is to find out the cause of the issue. Saunders et al. 
(2016) also mentioned a fourth approach, which is evaluative research. This approach aims to 
find out the effectiveness of something, for instance the strategy of an organization, and it 
leads to a theoretical contribution after comparing the results to existing literature. Lastly, 
there can be a combination of approaches, which is the case in this thesis were an exploratory 
study, an explanatory study and an evaluative study was combined. The thesis started broadly 
but ended with a narrow focus (exploratory). At the same time it studied the relationship that 
exist between different variables (explanatory), and focused on propositions created from the 
literature and compared them with the theoretical findings (evaluative). This strategy was 
flexible and opened up for new insights (Saunders et al., 2016). According to Saunders et al. 
(2016) a combined approach is a suitable strategy to use when having a mixed method 
approach.  

3.2 Method 
The method aims to explain how the actual research has been obtained and analyzed. This can 
be done in a variety of ways, including observations, focus groups, interviews and 
questionnaires (Saunders et al., 2016). Since the character of this thesis is combined and 
includes both explanatory, exploratory and evaluative research the strategy for the method 
was flexible. It also sought to find new perspective of the investigated topic. However, the 
research started in a broad manner and ended more narrowly. According to Saunders et al. 
(2016) the exploratory method can be conducted by the use of literature search, focus groups 
and by interviewing experts. By conducting an explanatory research one can treat the data in a 
numeric manner with the use of questionnaires. Since this thesis used a combined method, 
both search of literature, focus groups and a complementary questionnaire was used. The 
remaining part of the method was structured as in figure 3.1. 
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Fig. 3.1 Structure of Method 

3.2.1 Data Collection 
According to Saunders et al. (2016) the data can be collected through primary and secondary 
research. Secondary data refers to previous data that has been gathered for another purpose, 
whereas primary data consists of the data collected by the authors themselves. When 
collecting primary data the information contained is relevant for the research in question. On 
the contrary, secondary data does already exist in previous literature. For this thesis the 
secondary data was analyzed in order to create a literature study that later on resulted in the 
creation of propositions. It is important to look at secondary data from a time perspective in 
order to know that the data is still relevant (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2005). In this thesis new 
literature have been used as often as possible. However, some original literature from before 
the 1990s has been used since it covers the most fundamental aspects of the subject.  
 
The secondary data has been collected through the library at Jönköping University as well as 
on the Internet through the use of several databases such as Emerald, Primo and Google 
Scholar. In order to find relevant and useful literature, keywords such as “marketing“, 
“strategy”, “celebrity endorsement”, “gender” and “consumer behavior” have been used. 
Academic articles and research reports have been the main source. Literature that is too 
obsolete has been excluded, with some exceptions of original sources.   
 
Mixed method 
When gathering primary data several strategies can be applied: quantitative, qualitative or 
mixed methods (Creswell, 2009). The line that can be drawn between qualitative and 
quantitative research is narrow but in order to understand the difference one can focus on the 
characteristics of the data collected. When using numeric data, such as numbers, graphs or 
statistics, the quantitative approach is often used. Creswell (2009) further explained 
quantitative research as the use of variables in questionnaires and experiments to test theories 
with the use of statistical data (Ibid). In contrast, the qualitative approach is often used when 
the data is non-numeric, such as pictures, videos, words or categorized data. This approach is 
implemented in order to get answers that are open-ended. However, in many cases the use of 
both quantitative and qualitative elements is used. This is called mixed method (Saunders et 
al., 2016).   
 
This thesis gathered information through both focus groups and questionnaires. Due to the 
characteristics of the focus groups and the questionnaires, a mixed method has been used. 
Focus groups were used in order to answer the research questions. Since the questions put 
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emphasis on the difference between gender and the way they perceive celebrity endorsers, a 
discussion in focus groups have been conducted in order to gain knowledge. The focus groups 
consisted of individuals with the same gender, which lead to further discussion. After 
analyzing and comparing the answers from the groups an understanding of the differences of 
the gender was available. However, in order to complement and validate these results further 
a questionnaire has been used. When using the focus groups the variation of age was not as 
broad as wanted and therefore the questionnaire complemented this. Due to this, a mixed 
method was used throughout this thesis.      
   
Sampling 
The use of samples can be as reliable as the usage of a population, and it will also be less 
costly and less time consuming. There are two types of sampling techniques available: 
probability and non-probability sampling. In this thesis non-probability sampling has been 
used both when sampling for the focus groups and the questionnaires which means that the 
sample is being chosen in a subjective manner since a sampling frame is not available 
(Saunders et al., 2016). 
 
When conducting a research with non-probability sampling several techniques can be used. 
For this thesis convenience sampling together with homogeneous and heterogeneous sampling 
has been the main focus. For the focus groups the total sample was as heterogeneous as 
possible in order for the sample to represent the population. However, since the groups were 
divided into subgroups where the characteristics of the individuals were similar the different 
groups was homogeneous. According to Saunders et al. (2016) homogeneous groups can be 
explored in a more detailed manner. For the questionnaire the convenience sampling 
technique was used. Convenience sampling occurs when the individuals are chosen because 
of their availability (Saunders et al., 2016). 
 
Focus Group Sample  
In order to maximize the collection of data and get the most accurate information about the 
participants, it was important to consider the composition of gender during the interviews and 
how it might affect the result. Since women tend to adapt to what the group think more easily 
than men, it is crucial to pay extra attention to the individuals not being affected by the 
opposite gender during the interviews (Rook, Shamdasani, & Stewart, 2007). To avoid this 
from happening throughout this thesis, only gender homogenous focus groups has been 
conducted. Greenbaum (1998) also stated that the focus group should be as homogenous as 
possible in terms of gender and age, and men and women works better separately.  
 
This thesis used four different focus groups. Group A consisted of younger women studying 
at Jönköping University (“female students”) and group B consisted of younger men studying 
at the same university (“male students”). Group D, (“men”) and group C, (“women”) from 
outside of the university have been questioned in two separate groups. The age range of the 
participant can be seen in figure 3.2. These groups has been set in different age groups in 
order to get an broad range of the people as a sample. This resulted in a more true 
representation of the whole population. 
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Fig. 3.2 Age ranges in Focus Groups 

  
Questionnaire Sample 
The questionnaire conducted for this thesis was used as a complementary tool since the 
numbers of participants in the focus groups were limited. Also, a questionnaire was used in 
order to get a more credible sample base with a broader age range. For the questionnaire to 
reach as many diverse participants as possible it was distributed to the authors’ relatives’ 
workplaces, but also on social media platforms. The age range between 19-29 represent 40% 
of the participants, but except from that the age ranges has a relatively equal distribution. This 
can further be seen in figure 3.3. 

Fig. 3.3 Age ranges in Questionnaire 

3.2.2 Focus Groups 
Focus groups were executed in order to obtain accurate and in depth information about 
consumers and their relationship to celebrity endorsers throughout this thesis. Focus groups 
are in other words group interviews with a purpose of studying the interaction between the 
participants on a common presented topic (Greenbaum, 1998). The usage of focus groups as a 
qualitative research method has rapidly grown over the last decades due to it accuracy and 
dominant form to assess qualitative data in social science researches (Morgan, 1997). The 
focus groups of this thesis are so called “minigroups”, and consist of five people. This is the 
recommended number of participants in order to get in-depth information (Greenbaum, 
1998).   
 
Focus groups is a tool that enable the authors to collect qualitative data in an effective and 
cheap manner, and is essential due to lack of resources concerning both time and financially 
in this case. Moderators are the people leading the interview, and were in this case the authors 
of this thesis (Greenbaum, 1998). In order to get the right information needed, the moderators 
prepared an outline for the interviews where the participants played the most crucial part and 
contributed the most. However, the moderators played an important part concerning the 
interpretation of the participants’ behavior and further development of their thoughts into a 
deeper discussion.  
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Design of Focus groups 
The interviews started with introducing the topic and letting the participant talk generally 
about their experiences and thoughts about celebrity endorsements in the sport industry. This 
was followed by questions where the participants were exposed to different pictures of 
different celebrities, both athletes and non-athletes. The participants was also exposed to 
different sets of products, both sport related and general products on the market, and then later 
on asked to evaluate and discuss why they preferred one celebrity over another. This part also 
contained questions about a non-sports product being endorsed by one regular celebrity and 
one athlete endorser. This enabled the authors to get a broader knowledge about the 
consumers’ habits and to further investigate if the consumers would choose an athlete over a 
regular celebrity when a non-sport product is being marketed. The outline for the focus 
groups can be seen in appendix 6. 

3.2.3 Questionnaire  
When doing an exploratory research the use of a questionnaire is not preferable since it 
requires open-ended questions. Questionnaires use standardized questions and that fits better 
with explanatory research since the questions then can be interpreted similar to every 
participant (Saunders et al. 2016). Since this thesis uses a combined approach with 
explanatory, exploratory and evaluative research, a questionnaire is a suitable fit. According 
to Saunders et al. (2016) questionnaires works as a good complementary tool for studies 
concerning consumer behavior. They can beneficially be combined with interviews or focus 
groups, as this thesis will. The questionnaire of this thesis was only made in Swedish, since 
the purpose of the thesis is to understand the Swedish consumers, however, an English 
version is available in appendix 4. 
 
Design of Questionnaire  
The questionnaire for this thesis was created using the Internet tool Qualtrics, which allows 
the questionnaire to have a simple and understandable design. The questionnaire have been 
structured as seen in figure 3.4, where the participants had to choose which celebrity they 
prefer in several examples. The blocks are connected to the research questions and 
propositions of this thesis and therefore also based on previous literature. The questionnaire 
can be further viewed in appendix 3 and 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.4 Structure of questionnaire 
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3.2.4 Selection of celebrity endorsers and products 
Selection of celebrity endorsers 
To be able to generate questions for the focus groups and the questionnaire that was accurate, 
theoretical cases of celebrities endorsing different kinds of products were made up. The 
authors themselves created these scenarios in order to generate the right discussions within 
the focus groups. The next decision that was made regarding the scenarios of the interviews 
was that only Swedish celebrities would be present in the examples. This due to the fact that 
the thesis focuses on the Swedish market and it would also generate a fair and honest result of 
the interviews.  
 
The celebrities were picked in accordance to the author's opinion of the celebrities’ 
characteristics and equal level of fame. The equal level of fame refers to the general perceived 
level of success and recognition. To be able to start a fair discussion among the participants, 
the athletic celebrities that were framed in each scenario had similar level of expertise and 
success. However, some questions were based on the comparison of two celebrities that is not 
one the same level and therefore the previous statement does not apply on these cases in 
particular. 
 
Four independent people were introduced to the topic and the questions, in order to get a 
second opinion and give feedback on the comparison and the characteristics of the celebrities. 
Accordingly, the selection of celebrities was changed and improved. To get an accurate result 
the questions was based on comparisons of as many different celebrity combinations as 
possible. To further understand these comparisons figure 3.5 can be used. 

Fig. 3.5 Celebrity Comparison 
 
Product selection  
The product that was being broad up in each scenario was carefully selected and discussed in 
order to generate gender-neutral products. Both sports products and general products were 
compared against each other to give this research a broader perspective of the Swedish 
market. Both athletes and regular celebrities have been compared in scenarios where both 
types of product were in focus. This gave the authors the ability to compare the results 
depending on what product and what celebrity was being preferred by the participants. 
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3.3 Data Analysis 
The data for this thesis has been collected in both a qualitative and a quantitative manner. For 
the focus groups, a semi-structured approach has been used since the focus was put on the 
discussion between the participants. At the same time, the focus groups had a foundation 
consisting of fundamental questions in order to have a red thread throughout the discussion. 
This outline can be seen in appendix 6. For the questionnaire the approach was structured 
since this result in higher reliability, which complement the data from the focus groups. The 
data from the questionnaires and focus groups are categorical since it cannot be measured in a 
numerical manner (Saunders, 2016).  
 
The data collected from the questionnaire was stored within the software program Qualtrics, 
were the data also was analyzed. Qualtrics provide the opportunity to analyze connections 
between two different answers, which made it easy to compare the gender behavior. The data 
was also later transferred to SPSS and Excel in order to make basic calculations and have an 
overview of the data. Since both female and male participants answer all questions the results 
will be compared depending on the gender of the participant. The answers have been tested 
against the previous studies that have been made to investigate if they are true or not. The 
questions containing options about the source model (attractiveness, trustworthiness and 
expertise) was compared with each other for further understanding.   
 
The data from the focus groups was recorded and later analyzed and transcript. Here, the 
information was summarized for each group and later compared to the other groups. 
However, in-group differences have also been taken into account and are not to be excluded. 
The source model was also a tool used in the focus groups and here the differences between 
the characteristics were analyzed as well. The discussion of the focus groups were analyzed 
and interpreted in a careful manner and later compared with the answers from the 
questionnaire as shown in figure 3.6. This relationship was later compared and analyzed 
together with the previous research found. 
  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.6 Layout of the analysis 

 
3.4 Validity and Trustworthiness of Research 
Saunders et al. (2016) defined two validation techniques that enable researchers to generate 
and form the quality of a research. Triangulation is the technique used throughout this thesis 
where the authors have implicated more than one source when collecting data, which add 
richness and more in depth data to the research (Saunders, 2016). The authors have done an 
in-depth literature review on the subjects marketing, celebrity endorsement and gender 
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perspective for this research. This has enabled them to get a broad perspective of existing 
literature, and to generate accurate research questions.  
 
Gender segmentation is one of the major variables within the demographic segment and it is 
almost impossible to ignore in today’s market. The authors of this thesis are aware of the 
complexity of gender identification in today’s society (Kotler et al., 2011). A third gender has 
been recognized in countries all over the world, where Mexico and Thailand are two of them. 
However a third gender has not yet been legally recognized in Sweden (Scobey-Thal, 2014; 
Hansson, 2016). In order to get an accurate and valid research result, the authors has excluded 
a third gender perspective from this thesis, thus are well aware of its existence and 
recognition. This is due to the fact that a third sex has not been legally recognized in Sweden 
and this thesis is based on the biological differences between the sexes.   
 
Another important dimension of demographic segmentation is age, and the age range for this 
thesis can be seen in figure 3.2 and 3.3. The authors are aware of the fact that the older age 
groups are underrepresented in the questionnaire but will not take this into account when 
analyzing the answers. This is due to the fact that the participants in the focus groups cover a 
broad age range and the age distribution there is more equal. Since the questionnaire is a 
complement to the focus groups, the findings can therefore still be seen as valid.  
 
3.5 Summary of Method & Data    
The method and methodology can be summarized as seen in figure 3.7. This thesis has 
implemented a pragmatism philosophy as an extension to the abductive research approach. 
The used research purpose in this thesis has characteristics from the explanatory, evaluative 
and exploratory approaches. This because the applied mixed method design in this thesis is 
based on both qualitative and quantitative data. The quantitative data has been collected 
through a questionnaire that was published online via Qualtrics. Focus groups were conducted 
in order to get qualitative and more in depth information about the market and the consumers. 
The collected data of this thesis were analyzed by both structured and semi-structured 
approaches. Lastly, the triangulation technique was used in order to establish credibility, 
transferability and validity to the research. 

 
Fig. 3.7 Method summary 
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4. Empirical Findings  
	  
This section presents the empirical findings from this research. Firstly, the participant data is 
explained. The chapter will follow by presenting the collected data, from both the 
questionnaire and focus groups, and is further connected to each proposition. The 
questionnaire, the questions for the focus group and the guidelines for the focus groups will 
be presented in appendix 3, 4, 5 and 6. The chapter will be concluded in a summary of the 
empirical findings.   

 
4.1 Participant Data 

4.1.1 Age 
The following figures (4.1 and 4.2) show the distribution of the participants’ age in the 
questionnaire and the focus groups. The total age range is between 19 and 52+ for the 
questionnaire, and between 21 and 68 for the focus groups. This results in a broad age range 
among all participants. 
 
 

Questionnaire:   

 

 
Fig. 4.1 Age ranges of the questionnaire 
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Focus Groups: 

 

Fig. 4.2 Age range in the focus groups  
 
 

4.1.2 Gender 
Figure 4.3 show the distribution of the participants’ gender from the questionnaire and the 
focus groups. The aim was to get an equal distribution, which was succeeded. 

Fig. 4.3 Gender distribution 
 
 

4.2 Proposition 1 
P1a: Men tend to trust other male celebrities rather than female celebrities. 
P1b: Women tend to trust other female celebrities rather than male celebrities. 
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Focus Group 
When comparing Alexander Skarsgård and Alicia Vikander in a scenario where they 
promoted a running shoe the result among the focus group varied. The majority of 
participants in focus group B, C and D preferred to see Alexander Skarsgård rather than 
Alicia Vikander. However, all five participants in group A agreed on that they would have 
been more influenced by Alicia Vikander than Alexander Skarsgård in a campaign for a 
running shoe. The participants within group A consisting of younger women did more easily 
identify with Alicia Vikander since they are they same age and gender. Group B and D, which 
only consisted of men, chose Alexander because they could more easily connect and identify 
themselves with a male endorser. However, group C did not have the same criteria when 
choosing celebrity as the three other groups. The majority of the participants in this group 
preferred to see Alexander Skarsgård rather than Alicia Vikander in this kind of commercial. 
The reason for why four out of five participants in this group choose Alexander was because 
he seems to appear more “sporty” than she does.    
 
Proposition 1a is supported for the focus groups, since both focus groups consisting of men 
chose the male endorser rather than the female endorser. However, proposition 1b is not 
supported due to the fact that group C, consisting of only middle age and older women 
preferred a male endorser rather than a female endorser. Group A, consisting of younger 
women did however prefer a female endorser rather than a male endorser. 
 
Questionnaire 
When looking at question 3, 11 and 19 one can tell the different opinions when it comes to 
female and male consumers attitudes towards the celebrities. There was a difference 
depending on the characteristics of the products that were promoted. For instance, when 
promoting a non-sports product (window lamp), the female consumers preferred the female 
endorser rather than the male endorser and the male consumer preferred the male endorser to 
the female one. 
 
Q19 

 
 
 
When instead promoting sports products, there was a difference among the answers. In 
question 5 a t-shirt used for working out was promoted by Joel Kinnaman and Malin 
Åkerman. Here, the male participants chose the male celebrity over the female one, which 
was the same as when promoting the window lamp. However, for the female participants the 
answer was different from the window lamp example. Now, 49,28% chose the male endorser. 
This inconsistency followed when promoting work out pants, since both male and female 
participants preferred the female endorser. 
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   Q3                Q11 

 
To conclude proposition 1 answers from the questionnaire, one can say that the characteristics 
of the products play a vital role when it comes to the celebrity endorsing the product. 
However, male participants seemed to prefer male celebrities, if excluding the answer from 
question 13. This also applied to the female participants who preferred female endorsers if 
question 5 is excluded. This indicates that proposition 1a and 1b is supported. 
 

4.3 Proposition 2 
P2a: Men tend to trust male athlete endorsers rather than female athlete endorsers. 
P2b: Women tend to trust male athlete endorsers rather than female athlete endorsers. 
 
Focus Group 
Here, Charlotte Kalla was compared with Kim Källström. All individuals within the focus 
groups expressed how Charlotte Kalla seemed be a trustworthy person with a positive 
personality and great charisma. The individuals in group B and D did not like Kim Källström 
due to his lack of performance in the sport he practices. Some individuals in the female focus 
groups had the perception of Kim Källström being a “douche” and not appreciated among 
Swedes. 
 
However, when putting these celebrities in a scenario where they were going to promote a 
running shoe, participants in all groups agreed on that they would have chosen Kim Källström 
over Charlotte Kalla. The reason for why they chose him was because the sport he practiced 
had a better connection to shoes than Charlotte Kalla’s sport. The moderators asked if their 
answers would have been different if the comparison was between Charlotte Kalla and Björn 
Ferry, who also is a cross-country skier. All female participants admitted that they would have 
chosen Charlotte in that case. The reason for why the moderators asked the second question 
was because the participants were focusing on the wrong characteristics during the first 
comparison. The moderators wanted to put emphasis on the gender dilemma rather than the 
sport the celebrities was practicing, and did therefore get a more accurate answer by asking 
the participant a new question with another celebrity. 
 
Focus group B and D preferred to have a male celebrity endorser promoting the training shoe 
rather than a female endorser. However, they believed Charlotte Kalla would more efficiently 
strengthen a brand than what Kim Källström would do. They did also discuss the importance 
of how the product needs fit with the celebrity in a celebrity promotion. However, they 
thought the fit between a training shoe and these two celebrities was fair since both celebrities 
do probably run a lot while exercising and practicing their respective sport. 
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Proposition 2a is supported since both focus groups containing only men chose Kim 
Källström. Whereas, Proposition 2b is not supported since group A and C chose a female 
athlete rather than a male athlete. 
 
Questionnaire 
The findings from questions 6, 15 and 23 show that female participants tend to trust female 
athlete endorsers and the results are rather distinct with 64,29%, 63,38% and 87,50%. When 
instead looking at the male participants, the answers are not as clear. Here it seems as if the 
characteristics of the product matters. For instance, in question 6 and 15 the athlete celebrity 
is endorsing sport products. The findings show that the male participants then tend to trust 
male athlete celebrities. Though, when looking at question 23 instead, Charlotte Kalla and 
Kim Källström were promoting a window lamp, and now the male participants chose the 
female athlete endorser. 
 
Q.4               Q.13 

 
Q.21 

 
 
 
Similarities that can be seen on these findings is that when a non-sport product is being 
promoted, both female and male participants tend to trust the female athlete endorser. 
However, male participants prefer the male athlete endorser when a sports product is 
promoted, which indicates that proposition 2a is partially supported. Since the female 
participants prefer the female athlete endorser in all cases proposition 2b is not supported. 

4.4 Proposition 3 
P3a: When buying a sports product, men tend to trust athlete endorsers rather than regular 
celebrities. 
P3b: When buying a sports product, women tend to trust athlete endorsers rather than 
regular celebrities.   
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Focus Group 
Focus Group A, B and D did not fancy Pernilla Wahlgren and discussions about her TV show 
existed in all groups. Group A, B and D had the perception of Pernilla Wahlgren trying too 
much and did not see her as credible. However, group C had another point of view and could 
relate to Pernilla Wahlgren. They claimed to have the same type of body, and also the same 
type of interests. However, when asked which celebrity that would affect the participants’ 
purchase decision in a positive manner all focus groups answered the athlete celebrity 
endorser, namely Anja Pärson. Anja Pärson also had a more positive image and all focus 
groups had discussions about her success and her honest appeal. Also, since the product was 
sports related, Anja seemed more credible.  
 
When male celebrities were compared the results varied. Focus groups B and D, both 
consisting of male participants, preferred Zlatan Ibrahimovic (athlete endorser) rather than 
Joel Kinnaman (regular celebrity). Focus group C, consisting of female participants was also 
convinced that Zlatan Ibrahimovic would affect their purchase decision most positively. 
However, focus group A had divided opinions, were three out of five participants chose Joel 
Kinnaman since he is perceived as more exciting and it would be more surprising if he 
endorsed the product. This makes Joel Kinnaman trustworthy. Focus group A thought of 
Zlatan Ibrahimovic as someone that has been seen too much in commercials and 
advertisements, which leads to less credibility since he seems to do it “because of the money”. 
Focus Group B also discussed the fact that Zlatan Ibrahimovic has been involved in previous 
promotions, but that does not affect his credibility since the attractiveness and expertise are 
still there. All groups except from A believed that it was a question of authority and fame and 
therefore believed Zlatan Ibrahimovic to be the best fit for commercials. 
 
The opinions of the female celebrities were rather consistent since both male and female 
participants trust the athlete endorser more than a regular celebrity when buying a sports 
product. Since the athletes seemed to be more involved in sports, the fit between the product 
and the celebrity was larger when an athlete endorsed the product. For the male celebrities the 
result differs. Here the male participants still tend to trust the athlete endorser more than the 
regular one, but the female participants have a mixed view. Focus group A trusts the regular 
celebrity more than the athlete one, whereas focus group C believes the athlete endorser is the 
suitable fit. Therefore, proposition 3a is supported, and proposition 3b is partially supported. 
The reason for the divided opinions can be interpreted as the degree to which the participants 
tend to analyze the personal preferences and personality more when female celebrities are 
being discussed.    
 
Questionnaire 
In order to retrieve relevant findings for proposition 3 comparisons have been done between 
male athlete endorsers and male regular endorsers, but also between female athlete endorsers 
and female regular endorsers. This has been done in questions 7, 8, 17, 19, 25 and 27. When 
the male celebrities were compared with each other, the answer is always the same: both 
female and male consumers trust the athlete endorser more than they trust the regular 
celebrity endorser. This can be seen in all three examples where the male celebrities are being 
tested. The male participants almost exclusively chose the athlete endorser over the regular 
one with 82,86%, 87,67% and 77,33%. 
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Q.5                  Q.15 

Q.23 

 
 
However, when analyzing the data from question 8, 19 and 27 where the female endorsers 
were tested, the result differed. When comparing Alicia Vikander with Sarah Sjöström, and 
Pernilla Wahlgren with Anja Pärson both female and male participants chose the non-sports 
celebrity. Here the characteristics of the product did not seem to matter since both sports and 
non-sports products were being endorsed and the result was the same. Instead, when Malin 
Åkerman and Kajsa Bergqvist were being compared, both female and male participants chose 
Kajsa, the athlete endorser. 
 
  
Q.6                 Q.25 
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Q17 

 
Here, propositions 3a and 3b are not supported. This is due to the fact that the result is 
different depending on the gender of the celebrity. When male celebrities are being compared 
the propositions can be supported, but when female celebrities are being compared the result 
is the opposite. 
 

4.5 Proposition 4 
P4: The less famous athlete endorser is more likely to be perceived as an expert comparing to 
a more famous athlete endorser. 
 
Focus Group 
When comparing Sarah Sjöström with Hedvig Lindahl, and Jens Byggmark with Henrik 
Lundqvist, all participants agreed on that Sarah Sjöström and Henrik Lundqvist were the two 
persons being most famous and recognized for the performance in the sports they are 
practicing. 
 
Focus group A and C claimed that Sarah Sjöström would appear to be more of an expert 
rather than Hedvig Lindahl. The reason for that was because her significant higher fame 
recognition in the minds of the participants. The participants in group A discussed another 
significant factor when comparing Sarah Sjöström and Hedvig Lindahl, whereas it depended 
on what kind of sport the celebrity was practicing. Meaning, Sarah Sjöström is playing a 
individual sport meanwhile Hedvig Lindahl is playing a team sport, which could significantly 
influence the recognition from the audience. They claim that it could be easier for Sarah 
Sjöström who is playing an individual sport to get recognized by an audience. According to 
the participants, Sarah Sjöström’s personality and her performance within the sport she is 
practicing, affected the way consumers perceive her. According to the participant in group A, 
the reason why they assumed Sarah Sjöström to be more of an expert was the combination of 
great performance and friendly personality. The male participants from both group B and D 
agreed on that Sarah Sjöström’s level of fame plays a crucial role for why they would pick her 
as the celebrity having the most expertise characteristics. Meaning, they would pick the 
celebrity that have won the most gold medals to be the person with most expertise. The 
recognition the celebrity gets from the audience does also play an significant role according to 
the participants. 
 
All four focus groups perceived Henrik Lundqvist to be more of an expert when promoting a 
pair of socks compared to Jens Byggmark. The reason for why group B and D preferred 
Henrik Lundqvist over Jens Byggmark, was due to his personality reflecting trustworthiness, 
which lead them to perceive him to be the expert. Both group A and C discussed his 
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performance while playing ice hockey having a crucial role of why they thought Henrik 
Lundqvist was more of an expert within the subject. However, the reason for why group B 
and D chose Henrik Lundqvist was not for the same reasons as the two female focus groups 
had. Group B and D thought that Henrik appeared to be more of an expert due to his 
personality. They thought Henrik Lundqvist appeared to be a perfectionist when being seen in 
media. Meaning, his hair is always perfect and he is always dressed well, which to them, 
reflects his personality and values. The participants in group B got the impression of Henrik 
Lundqvist to be a trustworthy person whom would never cooperate with a “shady” company. 
Therefore, they thought Henrik Lundqvist being perceived to be more of an expert due to his 
personality rather than his performance in the sport he is playing.   
 
According to these interviews, P4 is not supported. Both female and male participants from 
all focus groups agreed on that they would rather see a commercial with a more famous 
athlete rather than a less famous athlete. However, the reasons of why the chose these 
celebrities varies among the genders.    
 
Questionnaire 
The gender of the celebrity did not matter in this case, and neither did the product. However, 
the female participants did always have higher percentage of people choosing the less famous 
athlete, compared to the male participants. For instance, when choosing between Andreas 
Isaksson and Zlatan Ibrahimovic in question 31, 27,78 % of the female participants chose the 
less famous athlete (Andreas Isaksson) over the more famous one (Zlatan Ibrahimovic). The 
male participants only chose the less famous athlete in 6,94 % of the cases. This applies to the 
rest of these questions, however, when comparing the female athletes the difference is not that 
significant. In the example with Hedvig Lindahl and Carolina Klüft 9,46 % of the female 
participants chose the less famous athlete whereas 5,63 % of the male participants chose the 
same athlete. The products that was being promoted in these examples was a running shoe 
and a shower gel. However, the characteristics of the product, or the fact that they are sports 
products or non-sports products, did not affect the result.   
 
Questions 29-32 focus on the level of fame and expertise that exists within the athlete 
endorsers. Female athletes are compared, as well as male athletes. Here, the answers are 
consistent in all cases: both male and female participants believe the most famous athlete 
endorser is the most expert one. Therefore, proposition 4 is not supported. 
 
Q.27                     Q.28 
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Q.29    Q.30 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.6 Proposition 5 
P5a: Men tend to focus on expertise and attractiveness when being exposed to a celebrity 
endorser.  
P5b: Women tend to focus on trustworthiness and personality when being exposed to a 
celebrity endorser. 
 
Focus Group 
The female focus groups A and C thought attractiveness and trustworthiness were the most 
important characteristics when being exposed to a celebrity endorser. Focus group C was very 
consistent within these answers, but focus group A discussed the level of purchase 
involvement and the functionality of the product. They focused on attractiveness if the 
product requires low involvement, for instance shampoo. If the product had some kind of 
function they would focus on trustworthiness instead. Focus group C chose Anja Pärson based 
on her trustworthiness, and Zlatan Ibrahimovic and Joel Kinnaman based on their 
attractiveness. For focus group B and D, consisting of men, expertise was the most important 
characteristic. Also, both group B and D discussed the level of functionality within a product 
and claimed that they focused on trustworthiness if the product did not involve any 
functionality. For instance, group D chose expertise when Zlatan Ibrahimovic promoted a 
running shoe, but they chose trustworthiness when Joel Kinnaman promoted a jacket 
(fashion). 
 
These results indicate that the female participants tend to focus on the attractiveness and 
trustworthiness of the celebrity endorser, whereas the male participants tend to focus on 
expertise and attractiveness, depending on the product. This means proposition 5a is not 
supported whereas proposition 5b is supported since female participants focus on 
trustworthiness and attractiveness, which to some extent includes personality and similarity. 
 
Questionnaire 
The dimensions of the source model (attractiveness, trustworthiness and expertise) were the 
focus of question 9-12. When the participants were asked to select the characteristics they 
generally would get most positively affected by when exposed to a celebrity endorser, the 
results varied to some extent. Female participants chose trustworthiness as the most important 
characteristic in all cases except from one. The male participants also chose trustworthiness, 
but only in two out of four questions. When buying a yoga mat the male participants prefer 
the celebrity with the most attractiveness. However, when promoting a computer both male 
and female participants trusted the endorser with the most expertise. 
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Q7                  Q.8 

 
Q9                  Q.10 

 
The previous questions of the source model contained general examples and therefore, 
question 14-28 show concrete examples of celebrities and endorsed products. However, the 
results for the female participants did not seem to differ compared to the general questions. 
The female participants chose trustworthiness as the most important characteristics in all 
cases except from two. These two were the examples of Zlatan Ibrahimovic and Avicii 
promoting a window lamp, and Alicia Vikander and Alexander Skarsgård promoting work-
out pants. Here, the female participants instead chose attractiveness in both cases, and only 
6,94 % chose trustworthiness in the window lamp example. 
 
For the male participants the answers were not as consistent. In two, out of eight examples, 
the male participants chose attractiveness as the most important characteristic. This was in 
question 14 and 28 when they right before chose Alicia Vikander before Alexander Skarsgård 
and Pernilla Wahlgren (regular celebrity) before Anja Pärson (athlete endorser). For the 
majority of the other questions, the male participants answered similar as the female 
participants, choosing trustworthiness as the most important characteristic. However, the male 
participants chose expertise as the most important one in two out of these examples. This 
indicates the fact that male participants believed expertise was more important than what the 
female participants did. Attractiveness is equally important for female and male participants. 
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Q.12    Q.14 

 
 
Q.16    Q.18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q.20    Q.22 
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Q.24    Q.26 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These findings suggest that proposition 5a and 5b is supported to some extent. There is a clear 
connection between the male respondents and their choice of expertise, and there is also a 
connection between female participants and trustworthiness. However, the male participants 
chose trustworthiness in the majority of the cases when an actual celebrity and product was 
involved.    

4.7 Findings Summary  
Proposition 1 claims that consumers tend to trust endorsers that have the same gender as the 
consumer in question. As seen in figure 4.4 the theoretical findings show that this proposition 
was supported. This since, according to the focus groups and the questionnaire, men tend to 
trust other male celebrity endorsers. When it comes to the female consumers, the proposition 
was only partially supported since one of the focus groups consisting of women preferred the 
male endorser to the female endorser. However, when complementing these answers with the 
questionnaire, the majority of the female consumers do trust the same gender celebrity.  

 
Fig. 4.4 Proposition 1 

 
In order to discuss this further, proposition 2 was tested. This proposition claims that male 
consumers tend to trust male athlete endorsers rather than female athlete endorsers, and the 
same for female consumers. Here, as seen in figure 4.5, proposition 2a was partially supported 
since male participants focused on the male athlete endorsers when a sports product was 
promoted. However, when a non-sports product was promoted, the male participants trusted 
the female athlete endorser. Further, proposition 2b was not supported. This was due to the 
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fact that female consumer tend to trust other female athlete endorsers rather than male athlete 
endorsers.    
 
             Sports product   Non-Sports product 
 

Fig. 4.5 Proposition 2 
 
 
In proposition 3 athlete endorsers were compared to regular celebrities and as seen in figure 
4.6, the outcome was rather inconsistent. Proposition 3a was supported by the focus groups 
since the male participants claimed they trusted the athlete endorser rather than the regular 
one. However, for the complementary questionnaire the results showed the opposite. For the 
female participants proposition 3b was partially supported since the result fluctuated, but the 
majority still focused on the athlete endorser. Therefore, proposition 3 can be seen as partially 
supported since the results are inconsistent but the majority of the participants complied with 
the propositions.  
 

 
Fig. 4.6 Proposition 3 

 
However, for proposition 4 the findings were consistent. As seen in figure 4.7 all participants 
perceived the more famous athlete endorser to be more expert when compared with the less 
famous athlete endorser. This contradicts the proposition, which claims that the less famous 
athlete endorser should be seen as the most expert. 
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Fig. 4.7 Proposition 4 
 
 
The theoretical findings show that male consumers tend to focus on expertise, but also 
trustworthiness, when it comes to celebrity endorsers. When it comes to female consumers, 
the characteristics in focus are instead trustworthiness and the personality. Figure 4.8 shows 
these findings. Therefore proposition 5 is supported when it comes to female consumers but 
not supported when it comes to male consumers. 
 

 
Fig. 4.8 Proposition 5 
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5 Analysis 
	  
This chapter analyzes the empirical findings from the questionnaire and the focus groups 
together with the literature studied in chapter 2. Also, the source model is presented and 
connected to the findings of this research. Additionally, as a conclusion to this chapter, the 
readers are introduced to new insights derived from this research. 
 
Celebrity endorsement is a phenomenon that is growing worldwide, where Sweden is no 
exception (Jacobsson, 2012). In order to further explain the concept of this marketing tool, the 
source model and meaning transfer model has been introduced to this research. It enabled us 
to further explain celebrity endorsement to our participants in the focus groups and 
questionnaire, and to more easily make sure they understood the concept of this phenomenon. 
Chapter 5 will further lead the reader through an analysis of the concept of consumer behavior 
towards celebrity endorsement.  
 
From our findings we can analyze factors of how to manage consumer behavior in accordance 
to gender differences and celebrity endorsers in the sports industry in Sweden. Furthermore, 
we identify what factors and what type of celebrity that influences the consumers the most, 
and how it can be further developed to opportunities and challenges. The first section will 
contain a further identification of the source model and our empirical findings that can be 
connected to this model. The following section will mainly reflect and discuss the 
propositions and the data collected through focus groups and questionnaire. We will finalize 
this chapter by further discussing and developing new insights from our research. 
 
The source model consists of two models: the attractiveness model and the credibility model. 
(McCracken, 1989). According to our findings the characteristics of the source model can be 
seen and interpreted in a variety of ways. For instance, discussions from the focus groups 
show that trustworthiness and expertise often is seen as related, as they are according to the 
credibility model. The participants argue that if a celebrity is seen as expert he or she is 
usually automatically seen as trustworthy as well. However, focus group A also discusses the 
fact that for a consumer to be aware of the level of expertise and trustworthiness, the 
attractiveness characteristic has to be present. 
 
When analyzing the results from the questionnaire it can be stated that the relation between 
the characteristics does not exist. Here, in contrast from the focus groups, the answers do not 
seem to affect each other and there is no connection between trustworthiness and expertise 
noticed. Even though the correlation is noticed during the focus groups, we will distinguish 
them from each other when analyzing the answers. This is because the participants understand 
the difference between them and they answer accordingly, even if they at some times discuss 
the similarities. 
 
The participants discussed the fit, or match between the celebrity and the product that was 
being promoted and therefore the match-up hypothesis by Kahle and Homer (1985) was 
supported by our findings. Figure 5.1 is created to understand the relationship between the 
match-up hypothesis and the source model. We see a clear connection, or cooperation, 
between the hypothesis and the characteristics of the source model. The participants from all 
focus group have clearly stated and discussed the importance of the match between the 
product and the celebrity, which leads to the importance of the characteristics of the celebrity. 
Hence, the product needs to fit the celebrity in order for the consumer to perceive the 
celebrity as sincere. This results in the level of effectiveness in the communication. 
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Fig. 5.1 Relation between match-up hypothesis and the source model 
 

5.1 General gender preferences 
P1a: Men tend to trust other male celebrities rather than female celebrities. 
P1b: Women tend to trust other female celebrities rather than male celebrities. 
 
Previous findings have split opinions about what gender is preferred in a celebrity-endorsed 
promotion. According to Debevec and Kernan (1984) marketers should try to avoid using 
attractive male endorsers when targeting a female audience. They claim that when targeting 
male consumers, an attractive female endorser would most likely influence the targeted male 
consumers the most. Our findings, however, suggest the opposite. The two focus groups 
consisting of men did independent from each other agree upon that they would be most 
influenced by a male endorser when buying any type of product. The reason for that would be 
because they could more easily identify themselves with the endorser of same gender and 
therefore be more convinced to buy the promoted product. This is supported by the match-up 
hypothesis by Kahle and Homer (1985). Further, this could be connected with, and supported 
by Edwards and La Ferle’s study (2009). They claim that male consumers trust male 
endorsers rather than female endorsers, and female consumers tend to trust female endorsers 
rather than male endorsers. This can further be strengthened by Caballero et al.’s findings, 
which shows that male consumers will more likely get positively influenced by male 
endorsers (1989). The findings from the questionnaire do also support the empirical findings 
from the focus groups of this research. In line with the findings from previous literature and 
the findings from the male focus groups, we argue that the importance lies within similarities 
between the endorser and the consumer. Also to the degree of significance that is being 
transferred from the product to the consumer, through the celebrity, stated as the meaning 
transfer model (McCracken, 1989). In order to convince the consumers in a positive manner, 
according to our findings, the most crucial part is to find similarities between the endorser and 
the consumer. Our findings show that male consumers need to be able to identify themselves 
with the endorser's gender in order to be convinced. 
 
Hence, interviewing two focus groups only consisting of female participants do however only 
partially support Debevec and Kernan’s study (1984). The female group containing younger 
women did prefer an endorser with the same gender rather than the opposite. The reason for 
why all participants in this focus group would prefer a female endorser rather than a male was 
due to the similarities with the female endorser’s gender. They argued that in order to be 
convinced by an endorser they need to be able to identify themselves with the endorser. These 
arguments can strengthen both the theories by Edwards and Ferle, and Caballero et al. (1989). 
The arguments from the focus group containing younger female participants are further 
strengthened by the results from our questionnaire. The majority of young female participants 
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in our focus groups and questionnaire are certain that they would rather be exposed to a 
female endorser rather than an male. The younger female participants wanted to feel a 
connection between themselves as consumers and the endorser in order to feel that they would 
be convinced. 
 
However, the findings from the female focus group consisting of middle age up to older 
women did say the opposite from Debevec and Kernan’s study (1984). All participants in that 
focus group would prefer a male endorser in a promotion rather than a female endorser. They 
argued that a male endorser not being recognized, as an athlete endorser would most likely 
draw their attention, if according to them, the male endorser is attractive. These findings 
contradict not only the Debevec and Kernan’s theory, but also the questionnaire. The findings 
from the questionnaire show that women from all ages prefer the female endorser rather than 
the male endorser. We can further discuss that the middle age and older women criteria in not 
emphasized on similarities as previous results. Their criteria are rather based on the physical 
attractiveness of the endorser, argued by McGuire (1985). This can further be explained as 
contrasts to previous literature and by that not supporting the proposition in our thesis. 
 
The overall findings of this proposition are that attractiveness is the main characteristic that 
influences the consumers when being exposed to a regular celebrity in a promotion. However, 
attractiveness can further be explained as the similarities between the consumer and the 
endorser, but also the physical attractiveness of the endorser (McGuire, 1985). Our findings 
show that middle aged and older women prefer the physical attractiveness rather than the 
similarities. The male participants and the younger female participants are being influenced 
by the similarities of the endorser rather than the physical attraction. This can further be 
related to McGuire’s arguments of the unexpected complexity of the source model’s 
characteristic, attractiveness (1985). 
 

5.2 Preferences of athlete endorsers 
P2a: Men tend to trust male athlete endorsers rather than female athlete endorsers. 
P2b: Women tend to trust male athlete endorsers rather than female athlete endorsers.   
 
The overall findings from the literature review of this thesis show that the opinions when it 
comes to gender and endorsers differ (Peetz et al., 2004; Edwards & La Ferle, 2009; Harris, 
1994; Debevec & Kernan, 1984; Caballero et al, 1989). This is further supported by our 
findings from proposition 1. Since Edwards & La Ferle (2009) claim that male consumers 
trust male celebrities, and female consumers trust female celebrities, it would be a suitable 
conclusion to say that this also applies to athlete endorsers. However, according to our 
theoretical findings this is not always true. The male participants from our focus groups 
argued that if the product that is being endorsed is a non-sports product, male consumers tend 
to trust the female athlete endorser more than the male athlete endorser. Female participants 
did not agree on this cross-gender strategy, hence they trusted the female athlete endorser 
more than the male one, both when the product was a non-sports product or a sports product. 
Peetz et al. (2004) contradicts this by arguing that the male athlete endorser is the most trusted 
one among both male and female consumers. This can be seen as true since the male 
participants in our study focused on the male athlete endorser when a sports product is 
endorsed. However, as stated, female participants tend to trust the female athlete endorser no 
matter what characteristics the product has. Therefore, the theory of Edwards & La Ferle 
(2009) seems to be a more suitable fit to this proposition, since they argue that male consumer 
trust male endorsers and female consumers trust female endorsers.  
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Another argument against the fact that women trust women and men trust men comes from 
Harris (1994). His study on school students showed that both girls and boys had male athlete 
celebrities as their idols. This can further be applied to the findings from the focus groups 
where participants discussed which celebrity they first preferred when not promoting any 
product. Interesting results were found when comparing the general thoughts of the celebrities 
and the thoughts of the same celebrities when promoting a product. In several cases the 
celebrity first chosen was not the same as the one that later on was seen as the most suitable 
fit for the product in question. Hence, the study by Harris (1994) is related to the findings of 
our research. This due to the fact that one of the female focus groups had the male athlete as 
their preferred celebrity when first generally compared with the female athlete. However, 
when then related to the specific product in question the preferred celebrity changed to the 
female athlete instead of the male one. This was due to the fact that the male athlete endorser 
was more likeable to the participants, but when the celebrity were to promote a product to 
women, the female athlete endorser were a more suitable fit. These findings regarding the 
female consumers are supported by Debevec and Kernan’s (1984) who argued that a cross-
gender strategy is not effective when it comes to female consumers. However, their study 
contradicts our findings when it comes to male consumers since they tend to trust other male 
athlete endorsers more than female athlete endorsers. If we assume that the product is sports 
related, the findings from the focus groups and the questionnaires together show that women 
prefer female athlete endorsers and men prefer male athlete endorsers.  

5.3 Sports products 
P3a: When buying a sports product, men tend to trust athlete endorsers rather than regular 
celebrities. 
P3b: When buying a sports product, women tend to trust athlete endorsers rather than 
regular celebrities. 
 
Further investigation deriving from proposition 2 has been done through the comparison of 
athlete endorsers and regular celebrity endorsers. Today, we are being influenced by all kinds 
of personalities and by comparing the celebrities with each other we can analyze what kind of 
celebrity that preferably should be used within the sports industry, and the effectiveness of the 
communication (Choi & Rofin, 2007). The fact that athlete celebrities are a successful tool 
has been proven by Michael Jordan and Nike, and David Beckham and Adidas (Simmers, 
Damron-Martinez & Haytko, 2009; Adidas, Nd.). This is supported by the result from our 
focus groups were the majority of the participants would trust the athlete endorser when a 
sports product was endorsed. This applies to both female athlete endorsers and male athlete 
endorsers. The groups argue that since the product was sports related, the athlete endorser was 
a more suitable and credible fit for that product in particular. This is further supported by 
Kahle and Homer (1985) and their match-up hypothesis, which claims that there has to be a 
match between the product and the celebrity if the communication shall be effective. The 
answers from the questionnaire show that for the male endorsers the athlete celebrity is the 
most credible one, but for the female endorsers the non-sports endorser is the preferred 
celebrity both among women and men. This can be due to the fact that personal preferences 
such as personality, perceived attractiveness and expertise are taken into account when female 
endorsers are being analyzed. This was seen as an overall pattern when interviewing the focus 
groups.   
 
However, there have been successful cases with regular celebrities endorsing sport products 
as well. Some examples of this are Zara Larsson for Nike, Kanye West for Adidas and 
Rihanna for Puma (Asplund, 2017; Thomasson, 2015; Reuters, 2016). The fact that a regular 
celebrity could match a sports product is further supported by the focus group discussions 
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where group A prefer the non-sports celebrity rather than the sports celebrity. This was due to 
several reasons such as the fact that the regular celebrity was seen as more exciting and 
trustworthy than the athlete endorser. However, the arguments for why the regular celebrity 
endorser was chosen was also due to the fact that the athlete endorser was involved in many 
other commercials and therefore had lost his credibility. This indicates that other factors than 
the right match between the product and the celebrity should be present, such as the level of 
engagement when it comes to the celebrity. If the engagement is absent or low the credibility 
will decrease and the consumers will perceive the characteristics of the celebrity as negative 
(Hunter, 2009). This can be connected to the fact that Zlatan Ibrahimovic was seen as less 
credible than Joel Kinnaman because of the plenitude of commercials and collaborations done 
by Zlatan Ibrahimovic. These arguments were supported by both female and male focus 
groups (Group A and B). However, the male focus group (B) still preferred Zlatan 
Ibrahimovic to Joel Kinnaman when discussing the most suitable endorser. 
 

5.4 Level of expertise 
P4: The less famous athlete endorser is more likely to be perceived as an expert comparing to 
a more famous athlete endorser. 
 
The level of fame a celebrity endorser has plays is a crucial part for companies when select 
endorsers. As seen in chapter 2, the study by Peetz et al. (2004) shows that female consumers 
are more likely to be perceived by a celebrity endorser who is more famous rather than an 
endorser who is less famous.  
 
This can further be supported by the results of our focus groups where the participants chose 
the more famous athlete endorser (female and male endorser) to be the expert. The reason for 
why they chose the more famous athlete was due to the performance of the athletes and their 
recognition in the society. As similar to Peetz et al.’s study, our findings show and can 
support the fact that female consumers would more likely to perceive an athlete endorser who 
is more famous to be the expert rather than a less famous athlete endorser.  
 
The previous mentioned study made by Peetz et al. (2004) was also conducted on men in 
order to see how they perceive athlete endorsers and their different level of fame. However, 
the result among the male consumers was not the same as for the female consumers in their 
research. The male consumers are according to Peetz et al. perceiving the less famous athlete 
endorsers to be the expert rather than the more famous endorser. The empirical study that was 
conducted for our research found data in both questionnaire and focus group resulting the 
opposite from previous literature. The majority of the male participants in our questionnaire 
and focus groups chose the more famous athlete to be the more expert in our made up 
scenario. The male participants in our focus groups claimed the reason for assuming the more 
famous celebrity to be an expert to be because of the athlete's personality. They did further 
discuss the importance of what kind of image the celebrities have in media. The male 
participants did further discuss the importance of having a personality that mirrors 
trustworthiness. Meaning, the main pillar for succeeding with a promotion through athlete 
endorsement is to put emphasis on the athlete’s personality rather on its performance in the 
practiced sport. The participants in our focus group claim that if the personality of the athlete 
reflects trustworthiness, they would more likely assume the celebrity being an expert on the 
topic and be convinced to buy the promoted product. 
 
Furthermore, we argue regardless if the targeted consumer is female or male, the consumer 
will most likely be influenced the most by the athlete who is more famous and well 
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recognized in the society. Both female and male consumers do perceive the more famous 
athlete to be more expert. However, the choice and criteria for assuming an athlete to be an 
expert varies among the gender of the consumer, where female consumers emphasize the 
performance of the endorser and he male consumers emphasize the personality of the 
endorser. 

5.5 The source model characteristics 
P5a: Men tend to focus on expertise and attractiveness when being exposed to a celebrity 
endorser.  
P5b: Women tend to focus on trustworthiness and personality when being exposed to a 
celebrity endorser. 
 
The source model and its characteristics play a crucial part in our research. By discovering the 
preferred characteristics among the consumers, marketers can adapt their choice of celebrity 
in promotions in order to make it more efficient. Simmers et al. (2009) made a study on 
gender differences in the motorsports sponsorship, where the athlete’s facial attractiveness did 
not play a crucial role in terms of reflecting expertise. However, Hoegele et al. (2016) study 
on gender differences discovered that male consumer tends to put emphasis on the celebrity’s 
level of expertise and attractiveness when being exploited to a celebrity endorsed promotion. 
The researchers argue that the facial attractiveness do also play a crucial role when discussing 
this topic. This lies in line to the findings in our study to some extent. The results from our 
questionnaire showed that there is a clear connection to our male participants and their choice 
of expertise. However, the male participants in the questionnaire chose trustworthiness as the 
most important characteristic in the cases with a celebrity and a product. 
 
The results from our questionnaire contradict the result from our male focus groups. The 
participants in our focus groups underlined the importance of the choice of product and 
celebrity. They argued that if the product in the promotion is a functional product, it is of 
importance that the celebrity reflects expertise. The male participants did further discuss the 
choice of product, and they emphasized that unless the product has functional characteristics, 
the main characteristic they would be drawn to is the trustworthiness of the celebrity. Our 
findings from the male participants data reflect the importance of suitability between the 
celebrity and the product. Also, our findings show that the emphasized characteristics of the 
celebrity need to be adapted to promoted products. 
 
According to Hoegele et al. (2016), female consumers would prefer that marketers put 
emphasis on trustworthiness and personality rather than on expertise and attractiveness in 
celebrity endorsement promotions. Trustworthiness was the characteristic that the majority of 
the female participants within the questionnaire chose as most crucial characteristic. This can 
further be supported by the findings in our focus groups, where the female participants also 
chose trustworthiness as one of the main characteristics to put emphasis on. However, they 
did also discuss the importance of attractiveness and its significant role in the context of 
promoting products with celebrities, which contradict to previous literature. The participant 
did further discuss that the choice of product and the emphasis on the characteristics of the 
celebrity. They argued when the product demands a low level of involvement from the 
consumer, the attractiveness of the endorser has significantly more importance than a high 
involvement product. 
 
Furthermore, we argue that the suitability between the celebrity and the product plays as 
crucial role when promoting a product. It is of importance that marketers considerate what 
gender that is going to be targeted through the promotion in order to make it as efficient as 
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possible. Our findings show that there is a difference between the preferences of the 
celebrity's characteristics among the genders. Therefore, it is crucial for marketers to put 
resources into finding a suitable celebrity to the promoted product. Additionally, we argue 
that the product’s level of involvement demanded from the consumer is of importance in 
order to target the aimed gender. Due to the female participants preferences among products 
with high versus low involvement, we suggest that the characteristics of the celebrity needs to 
be adapted in order to reach the female audience. 

5.6 New insights 
When conducting this research and analyzing the findings we have gained further insight into 
the topic of celebrity endorsement and the effect of gender differences. One example of this is 
the extent of importance when it comes to the match between the celebrity and the 
characteristics of the product. When a sports product is being endorsed, the majority of 
participants in this study prefer an athlete celebrity endorser. This is due to that there is a 
greater fit between the celebrity and the product and therefore the celebrity is seen as more 
expert and trustworthy. The match of the celebrity and the product has been stated as 
significant previously, and for this research the level of importance has been clarified (Kahle 
& Homer 1985). 
 
The cases within this research where the consumers did not prefer the athlete endorser when a 
sports product was endorsed, was when the participants had personal, negative preferences to 
the athlete endorser. Because of this it has come to our attention that, when comparing two or 
more celebrities with each other, the negative perception of one of the celebrities will have a 
positive effect on the other celebrity. When it happened during the interviews, we recognized 
the importance of a clarification. The participants needed to be aware of the fact that the 
perception of one celebrity should not be the result of the perception of another, thus we as 
moderators clearly stated this throughout the interview to keep the participants on the right 
track. 
 
A third phenomenon has been developed as well, namely the difference of individual 
celebrities and “team-celebrities”. During this research, the discussion of the celebrities as 
individuals and team members has been present several times. We have discovered the fact 
that there is a difference between the perception of a celebrity that works by him, or herself, 
and a celebrity that is part of a team. For instance, focus group A mentioned that the less 
famous female celebrity was not as interesting and likeable as the more famous female 
celebrity since she was a part of a team. However, this did not apply to the male athletes 
where the celebrity that was most likeable then was the one part of a team. This is another 
complex topic that could be developed more.  
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6 Conclusion  
	  
This chapter concludes the findings of this thesis and answers the presented research 
questions.  
 
The purpose of this thesis was to study the relationship between consumer behavior and the 
use of gender differences as a marketing strategy. Additionally, we wanted to investigate how 
celebrity endorsers influence female and male consumers differently in the Swedish sport 
industry. Our research strengthens previous literature to some extent, but it does also enhance 
to new insights. To fulfill this purpose, we have answered the three initial research questions.  
 
In answer to the first research question “how is consumer behavior affected by the use of 
gender differences as a marketing strategy?”, our findings show that consumers are filtering 
information in promotions differently depending on gender, and therefore knowledge of 
gender differences will influence the effectiveness of a celebrity endorsed promotion. We 
argue that it is crucial to have knowledge about this difference in order to understand 
consumer behavior. Hence, we propose to carefully adapt the choice of celebrity with regards 
to its gender, characteristics and personality to the targeted consumer gender. Also, the fit 
between the celebrity and the product needs to be clearly connected in order to generate 
consumer relationship when using celebrities in promotions. In order to gain deeper 
understanding of how consumer behavior is affected by gender differences as a marketing 
strategy, research question 2 and 3 has been answered.  
 
The findings from research question 2 “What gender of a celebrity endorser does the 
consumer prefer?”, imply that female consumers prefer female celebrity endorsers, and male 
consumers prefer male celebrity endorsers. However, when exposed to a non-sports product, 
both female and male consumers tend to trust the female athlete over the male athlete. 
Furthermore, our findings indicate when a sports product is being promoted, female 
consumers still tend to trust the female athlete but the male consumers tend to trust the male 
endorser.  
 
Finally, when answering research question 3 “What characteristics do men and women prefer 
when being exposed to sport and non-sport celebrity endorsers?”, our findings argue that the 
most important source model characteristic depends on the gender of the consumer where the 
female consumer see trustworthiness as the most important characteristic. Male consumers 
believe trustworthiness, but also expertise to be the most essential characteristic. Both female 
and male consumers agree on the fact that the most famous athlete celebrity is seen as more 
expert than the less famous celebrity.  
 
Our research questions have been answered through five propositions. The data collected has 
been gathered through previous literature, focus groups and a questionnaire in order to answer 
the stated propositions in this thesis. The information from the focus groups was conducted 
from four different groups, in which the participants were divided by gender. In order to 
complement the information from the focus groups, a questionnaire was conducted with 77 
male and 75 female Swedish participants. Since the distribution of our participants was equal, 
our findings can be seen as more trustworthy. We argue that our findings contradict previous 
literature due to the fact that the collected data was conducted on Swedish residencies, which 
has not been done before in the same manner. Sweden is one of the top countries in the world 
when it comes to health. Therefore it is not a surprise that our result differ from previous 
literature since Swedes mindset differ from other parts of the world when talking about health 
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and exercise. We found that there is a significant difference between female and male 
consumers, and their perception of celebrity endorsers.    
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7 Discussion  
This chapter discusses the general outcomes of this thesis, including the contributions, 
limitations and suggestions for future research. 
 
By conducting this research we have gained knowledge about not only our propositions, but 
other new insights as well. We have recognized areas for future research due to the broad and 
always evolving topic of celebrity endorsement. However, because of the limited amount of 
time and money, some limitations have been encountered and they will be presented further, 
together with the contributions and recommendations for future interesting research areas. 
Since the concept of celebrity endorsement is a broad area, and the gender preferences are a 
complex phenomenon, there is room for other interesting aspects of the subject.  
 
We have had the opportunity to use a sample size with a variety of participants in different 
age groups with different occupations, which makes the result more credible. The fact that a 
mixed method was used throughout the development of this thesis has made the findings 
trustworthy as well. We have used a combination of qualitative and quantitative data, which 
gives us the opportunity to get an overview of the opinions in the questionnaire, but also an 
explanation through the discussion in the focus groups. This way the data from the 
questionnaire and the data from the focus group complements each other, providing us with 
relevant knowledge.  

7.1 Contributions  
Our research contributes to existing literature within celebrity endorsement in various ways. 
First of all, we investigate the importance of knowledge within gender differences when it 
comes to preferences of celebrity endorsers. Furthermore, we add to the literature when 
comparing athlete celebrity endorsers with regular, non-sports celebrity endorsers. When 
applying this comparison with the dimension of female consumers and male consumers we 
get a broader understanding of how marketing managers should think when using celebrity 
endorsers as a promotional tool. We have found that the gender strategy should be adjusted 
depending on what type of celebrity is endorsing what kind of product. For instance, when 
comparing a regular female celebrity endorser with a regular male celebrity endorser, the 
consumers tend to trust the celebrity with the same gender as the consumer. However, when 
instead comparing athlete endorsers with regular endorsers, or female athlete endorsers with 
male athlete endorsers, the result is different. Therefore it is crucial for a marketer to 
understand the differences when promoting a product. If not, the match between the product 
and the celebrity is at risk, which will decrease the meaning that is being transferred from the 
celebrity to the product and later on to the consumer (Kahle & Homer, 1985; McCracken, 
1989).  
 
We also found that the meaning transferred from the celebrity to the consumer is affected by 
the source model characteristics and the celebrities need to represent the suitable 
characteristic. Our research contributes to this by discussing the characteristics that are 
relevant in different situations. We discuss which characteristic is most important when 
targeting a female consumer, and which characteristic that is most important when using a 
male athlete endorser for instance. Also, our findings propose the difference between female 
and male consumers when it comes to the perception of celebrity endorsers. In order for 
marketers to create and improve the relationship with consumers they have to gain knowledge 
regarding gender differences when it comes to athlete celebrities, regular celebrities and the 
source model characteristics. We wish to inspire marketers to use these gender differences to 
a greater extent in order to create a relationship with the consumers. This will benefit the 
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people responsible for marketing activities when planning promotions including celebrity 
endorsers within the sport industry in Sweden.    

7.2 Limitations 
During the process of writing this thesis, we have recognized some limitations and 
shortcomings. It is of importance to be reminded of that the concept of marketing and 
celebrity endorsement is a psychological concept. Even though the participants were asked to 
set aside their negative perception of a celebrity in our made up scenarios, we are well aware 
that it is a difficult thing to ask. A participant may have chosen one celebrity only because the 
negative impression of the other celebrity. This made the result of our research more 
complicated, due to the fact that the participant might have a negative perception of the 
celebrity in question. It may have forced the participants to make a choice based on negative 
preferences of that celebrity rather than on the suitability between the promotion and the 
pictured celebrity.  
 
Another factor that is important to recognize as a limitation of our thesis is the geographical 
limitations. Due to limitations of time and money, the information conducted for this research 
was only made on Swedish residences. Therefore, our research is only applicable for the 
Swedish sports industry. This is due to the possible differences of cultural and social aspects. 
Also, the age of our participants was limited to 18 years and older. Further, one factor that 
have not been taking into account is the level of education of the participants. Furthermore, 
when choosing the celebrities for the made up scenarios, one factor that has not been 
considered is what kind of sport the celebrity played. Throughout this thesis, the authors have 
noticed that there could be a significant difference depending on if the celebrity played an 
individual sport or a team sport. However, this has not been taken into account when 
collecting data. Also, throughout the collection of data for this thesis, the authors have seen 
that it is crucial for the celebrity not to appear in many previous commercials in order to seem 
credible. However, when choosing celebrities for the examples, overexposure has not been 
taken into account due to resource limits.  
 
As mentioned previously, the time limit of writing this thesis needs to be considered as a 
shortcoming of our result. Due to the short amount of time this thesis was conducted on, the 
sample size of our participant is relatively small which makes it difficult for us generalize the 
data on the whole population of Sweden. Additionally, some data might have been lost when 
transcript the information from the focus groups. This is due to the interviews of the focus 
groups were held in Swedish where some misunderstandings and translating issues might 
have occurred. However, the questionnaire was held and conducted in order to complement 
and support the findings of our focus groups in case of any lost data. 

7.3 Future Research  
Our findings show different aspects of celebrity endorsement and the involvement of gender 
differences. One field for future research that would be interesting to investigate would be 
different perceptions consumers have on athlete celebrity endorsers based on their gender and 
the fact that they are part of a team or are competing individually. We have noticed 
differences in our findings where the female athlete team player is not seen as interesting, 
whereas the male athlete team player was seen as interesting. It would be interesting to 
investigate this further in order to gain knowledge about these preferences.  
 
This thesis focus on Swedish celebrities, Swedish consumers and the Swedish sport industry. 
Future research could therefore be done on a global or international level. It would be 
interesting to further investigate the perception Swedish consumers have on foreign 
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celebrities. This could result in a comparison of the perception of Swedish celebrities and 
foreign celebrities. To get an even larger perspective of the phenomenon future research could 
also include the investigation of consumers outside of Sweden. Furthermore, it would be of 
interest to investigate the importance of other characteristics outside of the source model, and 
also negative preferences such as overexploitation and bad reputation.   
 
Due to lack of time and resources this thesis only focuses on the biological factors from a 
gender perspective. The result of this thesis shows that there is a significant difference 
between the genders in general. However, it would be interesting to further investigate on the 
sociological differences between genders in order to get a deeper understanding of consumer 
behavior in marketing and celebrity endorsement. Another area that could further be 
investigated is when the celebrity loses credibility when being exposed in several commercial 
and how many collaborations a famous athlete could do before losing the consumers’ trust. It 
has been noticed throughout this thesis that female and male consumers have different 
opinions about this dilemma and therefore it is crucial to further investigate.  
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9 Appendices  
 
Appendix 1 – Buyer Decision Process  
 
 
In order for marketers to significantly understand the consumer, it is crucial for them to be 
part of the whole buying process, not only the action where the consumer makes the purchase. 
This in order to understand why the consumer choose or did not choose to buy their product 
(Kotler et al., 2011). This process is called buyer decision process and contains five different 
stages, which can be seen in figure 9.1 (Zinkhan 1992). In the first stage the consumer 
identifies a problem or a need, which is followed by the second phase where the consumer 
gain information about the needed product. The level of involvement depends on the 
individual and its drive to get the product, the amount of information the consumer starts with 
and the satisfaction the individual get from the search. This phase place a very crucial part for 
the marketers, where they have the opportunity to expose their products to the consumers. The 
consumers’ awareness and knowledge about a product will increase in this phase whereas it 
can help the consumers to choose a certain brand (Kotler et al., 2011).  
 
The following phase is called evaluation of alternatives. This phase is affected by how 
expensive and how exclusive a certain product is. Thus, it is important for the marketers to 
know how involved the consumer is in order for the marketers to influence the buyer’s 
decision. The fourth phase is when the consumer makes the decision of what product they are 
going to buy. For the fifth and last phase, the marketers have to prove that they deliver the 
product that has been promised. The reason why it is important for the marketers to satisfy the 
consumer is to be able to build a long-term relationship between the brand and the consumers. 
(Kotler et al., 2011).  

 
Fig. 9.1 Buyer Decision Process (Kotler, Armstrong and Perment, 2011) 
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Appendix 2 – The Marketing Process  
 
 
Marketing can be defined as the process where customer relationship is built. This is done 
through the creation of value for the customer and that in return creates value for the 
companies. In order to understand marketing better, the marketing process model can be used. 
The model consists of five steps where the creation of value and the process of building 
customer relationships are described. The last part of the model represents the value that is 
later on created for the companies in forms of profit and customer equity (Kotler et al., 2011). 
 
The first step of the marketing process explains the importance of understanding the 
customers and their needs, wants and demands. It is important to understand the 
characteristics and functions of the customers and the market in order to create a valid and 
successful marketing strategy. The creation of the marketing strategy happens in the second 
stage of the model, and here the information collected from the first step is crucial. Here, the 
marketing managers choose what customers to target in order to be able to create long-term 
relationships. In the third stage all these marketing mix tools are combined and blended 
together into an integrated marketing program that contributes to the value that is distributed 
to the customers. These three steps all results in the fourth step, which includes the building of 
customer relationships. This can be done through customer relationship management 
strategies, but also by building relationships with partners and internal actors that can affect 
the customer perception. If these steps are done successfully the value can be captured in 
return by the companies. This is what happens in the fifth and last step of the marketing 
process. If the customers are satisfied with the actions of a company they become loyal. This 
leads to favorable word-to-mouth from customers and sometimes a lifetime relationship, 
which in turn is creates a larger market share and profit for the company (Kotler et al., 
2011).     
	  

 
 

Fig. 9.2 Model of the marketing process (Kotler et al., 2011) 
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Appendix 3 – Questionnaire in Swedish  

 
Block 1  
Hej,  
 
Vi är två studenter på Jönköping International Business School som just nu skriver vår 
kandidatuppsats. Uppsatsen handlar om kändisar i reklam och nu behöver vi din hjälp. Vi är 
intresserade av dina åsikter inom detta ämne för att kunna få mer kunskap. Frågeformuläret 
tar max 5 minuter och är helt anonymt. 
 
Tack för din hjälp!  
 / Sanna & Sophie  
 
 
Block 2 
Q1. Kön?  

Q2. Ålder?  
 

 
 
Block 3 
Kändisar används mer och mer i reklam, och i synnerhet inom sportbranschen. Då det kan bli 
bemött både positivt och negativt vill vi få reda på vilka egenskaper hos kändisar som spelar 
mest roll. Detta ska undersökas vidare ur ett könsperspektiv för att ta reda på om, och hur, 
män och kvinnor tycker olika inom ämnet. 	  
	  
 

Kvinna	  

Man	  

Annat	  

-‐18	  

52+	  

41-‐51	  

30-‐40	  

19-‐29	  
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Q3. Nedan följer (påhittade) exempel på kändisar som gör reklam för olika produkter. Välj 
vilken av dessa kändisar du skulle bli mest positivt påverkad av inför ett köp av 
en träningströja.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q4. Välj vilken av dessa kändisar du skulle bli mest positivt påverkad av inför ett köp av 
en träningströja.  

 
Q5. Välj vilken av dessa kändisar du skulle bli mest positivt påverkad av inför ett köp av 
en träningströja.  
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Q6. Välj vilken av dessa kändisar du skulle bli mest positivt påverkad av inför ett köp av 
en träningströja.  

 
Block 4 
Q7. Du ska köpa en träningsjacka. Vilken egenskap hos kändisen som marknadsför produkten 
anser du vara viktigast? 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Q8. Du ska köpa en dammsugare. Vilken egenskap hos kändisen som marknadsför produkten 
anser du vara viktigast? 

 
Q9. Du ska köpa en dator. Vilken egenskap hos kändisen som marknadsför produkten anser 
du vara viktigast? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Attraktivitet	  (inkluderar	  igenkänning)	  

Trovärdighet	  

Expertis	  

Attraktivitet	  (inkluderar	  igenkänning)	  

Trovärdighet	  

Expertis	  

Attraktivitet	  (inkluderar	  igenkänning)	  

Trovärdighet	  

Expertis	  
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Q10. Du ska köpa en yogamatta. Vilken egenskap hos kändisen som marknadsför produkten 
anser du vara viktigast? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Block 5 
Q11. Nedan följer (påhittade) exempel på kändisar som gör reklam för olika produkter. Välj 
vilken av dessa kändisar du skulle bli mest positivt påverkad av inför ett köp av 
träningsbyxor.  

 
Q12. Vilken egenskap påverkade dig mest till att välja just denna kändis på förgående fråga?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Q13. Nedan följer (påhittade) exempel på kändisar som gör reklam för olika produkter. Välj 
vilken av dessa kändisar du skulle bli mest positivt påverkad av inför ett köp av 
träningsbyxor. 

Attraktivitet	  (inkluderar	  igenkänning)	  

Trovärdighet	  

Expertis	  

Attraktivitet	  (inkluderar	  igenkänning)	  

Trovärdighet	  

Expertis	  
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Q14. Vilken egenskap påverkade dig mest till att välja just denna kändis på förgående fråga?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Q15. Nedan följer (påhittade) exempel på kändisar som gör reklam för olika produkter. Välj 
vilken av dessa kändisar du skulle bli mest positivt påverkad av inför ett köp av 
träningsbyxor.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q16. Vilken egenskap påverkade dig mest till att välja just denna kändis på förgående fråga?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Q17. Nedan följer (påhittade) exempel på kändisar som gör reklam för olika produkter. Välj 
vilken av dessa kändisar du skulle bli mest positivt påverkad av inför ett köp av 
träningsbyxor.  

 
 

Attraktivitet	  (inkluderar	  igenkänning)	  

Trovärdighet	  

Expertis	  

Attraktivitet	  (inkluderar	  igenkänning)	  

Trovärdighet	  

Expertis	  
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Q18. Vilken egenskap påverkade dig mest till att välja just denna kändis på förgående fråga?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 6 
Q19. Nedan följer (påhittade) exempel på kändisar som gör reklam för olika produkter. Välj 
vilken av dessa kändisar du skulle bli mest positivt påverkad av inför ett köp av 
en fönsterlampa.  

Q20. Vilken egenskap påverkade dig mest till att välja just denna kändis på förgående fråga?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q21. Nedan följer (påhittade) exempel på kändisar som gör reklam för olika produkter. Välj 
vilken av dessa kändisar du skulle bli mest positivt påverkad av inför ett köp av 
en fönsterlampa. 

Attraktivitet	  (inkluderar	  igenkänning)	  

Trovärdighet	  

Expertis	  

Attraktivitet	  (inkluderar	  igenkänning)	  

Trovärdighet	  

Expertis	  
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Q22. Vilken egenskap påverkade dig mest till att välja just denna kändis på förgående fråga?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q23. Nedan följer (påhittade) exempel på kändisar som gör reklam för olika produkter. Välj 
vilken av dessa kändisar du skulle bli mest positivt påverkad av inför ett köp av 
en fönsterlampa. 

 
Q24. Vilken egenskap påverkade dig mest till att välja just denna kändis på förgående fråga?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q25. Nedan följer (påhittade) exempel på kändisar som gör reklam för olika produkter. Välj 
vilken av dessa kändisar du skulle bli mest positivt påverkad av inför ett köp av 
en fönsterlampa. 

Attraktivitet	  (inkluderar	  igenkänning)	  

Trovärdighet	  

Expertis	  

Attraktivitet	  (inkluderar	  igenkänning)	  

Trovärdighet	  

Expertis	  
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Q26. Vilken egenskap påverkade dig mest till att välja just denna kändis på förgående fråga?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 7 
Q27. I följande exempel marknadsförs springskor. Vilket av följande kändisar skulle du bli 
mest påverkad av med hänsyn till kändisens generella expertis.  

 
Q28. I följande exempel marknadsförs springskor. Vilket av följande kändisar skulle du bli 
mest påverkad av med hänsyn till kändisens generella expertis.  

 
Q29. I följande exempel marknadsförs en duschtvål. Vilket av följande kändisar skulle du bli 
mest påverkad av med hänsyn till kändisens generella expertis.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attraktivitet	  (inkluderar	  igenkänning)	  

Trovärdighet	  

Expertis	  
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Q30. I följande exempel marknadsförs en duschtvål. Vilket av följande kändisar skulle du bli 
mest påverkad av med hänsyn till kändisens generella expertis.  
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Appendix 4 – Questionnaire in English  

 
Block 1 
Hi,  
 
We are two students at Jönköping International Business School that is currently writing our 
bachelor thesis. The topic of the thesis is celebrity endorsement, and we now need your help. 
We are interested in your opinions within this subject in order for us to gain more knowledge. 
The questionnaire takes 5 minutes and you will be anonymous.  
 
Thank you for your help!  
 / Sanna & Sophie  
 
 
Block 2 
Q1. Gender?  

Q2. Age?  
 

 
 
Block 3 
Celebrity endorsers are used more and more within marketing, and in particular within the 
sports industry. Since it can be perceived both positively and negatively we want to know 
what celebrity characteristics that matters the most. We will investigate this further from a 
gender perspective in order to find out the different preferences among men and women.  
  
 

Female	  

Male	  

Other	  

-‐18	  

52+	  

41-‐51	  

30-‐40	  

19-‐29	  
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Q3. The following (made up) examples show celebrities that endorse different 
products. Please choose the celebrity that most likely would affect your purchase decision in a 
positive manner when buying a t-shirt for workout?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q4. Please choose the celebrity that most likely would affect your purchase decision in a 
positive manner when buying a t-shirt for workout?  

 
Q5. Please choose the celebrity that most likely would affect your purchase decision in a 
positive manner when buying a t-shirt for workout?  
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Q6. Please choose the celebrity that most likely would affect your purchase decision in a 
positive manner when buying a t-shirt for workout?  

 
Block 4 
Q7. You are planning to buy a work out jacket. Which celebrity characteristic do you think is 
the most important one when endorsing this product?  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Q8. You are planning to buy a vacuum cleaner. Which celebrity characteristic do you think is 
the most important one when endorsing this product? 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Q9. You are planning to buy a computer. Which celebrity characteristic do you think is the 
most important one when endorsing this product? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Attractivity	  

Trustworthiness	  

Expertise	  

Attractivity	  

Trustworthiness	  

Expertise	  

Attractivity	  

Trustworthiness	  

Expertise	  
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Q10. You are planning to buy a yoga mat. Which celebrity characteristic do you think is the 
most important one when endorsing this product? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Block 5 
Q11. The following (made up) examples show celebrities that endorse different 
products. Please choose the celebrity that most likely would affect your purchase decision in a 
positive manner when buying tights for working out?  

Q12. Which characteristics affected you the most when making the previous choice of 
celebrity? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Q13. Please choose the celebrity that most likely would affect your purchase decision in a 
positive manner when buying tights for working out?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attractivity	  

Trustworthiness	  

Expertise	  

Attractivity	  

Trustworthiness	  

Expertise	  
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Q14. Which characteristics affected you the most when making the previous choice of 
celebrity? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Q15. Please choose the celebrity that most likely would affect your purchase decision in a 
positive manner when buying tights for working out?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q16. Which characteristics affected you the most when making the previous choice of 
celebrity? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Q17. Please choose the celebrity that most likely would affect your purchase decision in a 
positive manner when buying tights for working out?  
 

Attractivity	  

Trustworthiness	  

Expertise	  

Attractivity	  

Trustworthiness	  

Expertise	  
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Q18. Which characteristics affected you the most when making the previous choice of 
celebrity? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 6 
 
Q19. The following (made up) examples show celebrities that endorse different 
products. Please choose the celebrity that most likely would affect your purchase decision in a 
positive manner when buying a window lamp? 

 
Q20. Which characteristics affected you the most when making the previous choice of 
celebrity? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q21. Please choose the celebrity that most likely would affect your purchase decision in a 
positive manner when buying a window lamp? 
 

Attractivity	  

Trustworthiness	  

Expertise	  

Attractivity	  

Trustworthiness	  

Expertise	  
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Q22. Which characteristics affected you the most when making the previous choice of 
celebrity? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 7 
Q23. Please choose the celebrity that most likely would affect your purchase decision in a 
positive manner when buying a window lamp? 
 

 
Q24. Which characteristics affected you the most when making the previous choice of 
celebrity? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q25. Please choose the celebrity that most likely would affect your purchase decision in a 
positive manner when buying a window lamp? 
 

Attractivity	  

Trustworthiness	  

Expertise	  

Attractivity	  

Trustworthiness	  

Expertise	  
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Q26. Which characteristics affected you the most when making the previous choice of 
celebrity? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q27. In the following (made up) examples, running shoes are being marketed. Please choose 
the celebrity that most likely would affect your purchase decision regarding the general 
expertise of the celebrity? 

Q28. In the following (made up) examples, running shoes are being marketed. Please choose 
the celebrity that most likely would affect your purchase decision regarding the general 
expertise of the celebrity? 

 
Q29. In the following (made up) examples, a shower gel is being marketed. Please choose the 
celebrity that most likely would affect your purchase decision regarding the general expertise 
of the celebrity? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attractivity	  

Trustworthiness	  

Expertise	  
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Q30. In the following (made up) examples, a shower gel is being marketed. Please choose the 
celebrity that most likely would affect your purchase decision regarding the general expertise 
of the celebrity? 
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Appendix 5 – Focus Group survey  
 
 
Welcome to this focus group!   
 
Please answer the following questions:  
 
 
Gender:   Male   Female 
      
  Other 
 
 
Age:__________________________________  
 
 
Please tick the appropriate box:  
  
 I approve the fact that this conversation will be recorded, but I am going to 
 be anonymous.  
 
 I do not approve the fact that this conversation will be recorded.   
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Appendix 6 – Guidelines for focus group 
       
First, the participants will be welcomed and the authors will present a short introduction of the 
subject “celebrity endorsement”. A brief questionnaire will be handed out, where the 
participants will fill out general information about themselves, such as gender, age, education, 
occupation and where they approve that the interview will recorded. Further on, the 
participants will be asked to introduce themselves. They will also be given the opportunity to 
mention on commercial containing a celebrity endorser that they like, and one example that 
they dislike. This will be important in order to get to know the participants more and to make 
them comfortable with the situation.      
     
After the brief introduction the authors will describe the subject more in-depth and explain the 
purpose of the focus group; celebrity endorsers in the sport industry, and whether there is a 
difference of influence if the celebrity is male or female, an athlete or a regular celebrity.  
 
The next stage of the interview will be the actual discussion of the issue. The participants will 
be showed pictures of several celebrities connected to seven fictional scenarios. Questions 
connected to the pictures will be asked and the participant will discuss their point of view.    
 
Questions for focus group    
       
Example 1.   
P1a: Men tend to trust other male celebrities rather than female celebrities.  
P1b: Women tend to trust other female celebrities rather than male celebrities. 
 
A picture of a running shoe, one male and one female (regular) celebrity:  
(Alicia Vikander and Alexander Skarskård) 

 
Questions:  
What are your general thoughts of these celebrities? 
You are going to buy a running shoe. Which one of these celebrities would most likely 
influence your purchase intention in a positive manner?  
Why? 
 
 
Example 2.   
P2a: Men tend to trust male athlete endorsers more than female athlete endorsers.  
P2b: Women tend to trust male athlete endorsers more than female athlete endorsers.  
 
Same picture of the running shoe, but the celebrities are different:  
(Charlotte Kalla and Anders Svensson) 
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Questions:  
What are your general thoughts of these celebrities? 
You are going to buy the same running shoe. Which one out of these two would most likely 
influence your purchase intention in a positive manner?  
Why? 
 
Example 3.   
P3a: When buying a sports product, men tend to trust athlete endorsers more than regular 
celebrities. 
P3b: When buying a sports product, women tend to trust athlete endorsers more than regular 
celebrities.   
 
Two set of pictures, one set with male celebrities, both athlete and regular, and one set of 
female celebrities, both athlete and regular.  
(Zlatan Ibrahimovic, Joel Kinnaman, Anja Pärson and Pernilla Wahlgren) 

 

 
Questions:  
What are your general thoughts of these celebrities? 
You are going to buy new running tights. If you have to pick one male and one female 
celebrity in these examples, which ones would you pick?  
Why?  
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Example 4.  
P5a: Men tend to focus on expertise and attractiveness when being exposed to a celebrity 
endorser.  
P5b: Women tend to focus on trustworthiness and personality when being exposed to a 
celebrity endorser.  
 
(This question is based on the previous pictures and answers (number 3)) 
 
Questions:  
When you choose the celebrities in the previous question, what characteristics did you value 
the most? What factors are affecting your answer?:  
- Attractiveness (including familiarity and likability) 
- Trustworthiness 
- Expertise   
Why? 
 
Example 5.  
P4: The less famous athlete endorser is more likely to be perceived as an expert comparing to 
a more famous athlete endorser. 
 
(Hedvig Lindahl, Sara Sjöström, Jens Byggmark and Henrik Lundqvist) 

 
Questions:  
What are your general thoughts about these celebrities?  
Which celebrity do you consider as the most expert? 
If you were going to buy a vacuum cleaner, which celebrity would have the most positive 
impact on the purchase?  
Which celebrity do you consider being the most famous?  
 

 


